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Abstract.
Islamic banking system developed significantly especially in the phase of last
financial crisis. Its working principles are believed to be more stable and fair, for
these exact reasons many conventional banks are turning up part their assets into
shariah compliant assets, either by setting up Islamic windows or establishing
subsidiaries. In addition, new Interestfree Banks were set up, both in Eastern and
Western countries.

This paper work will focus on the Islamic Banking in Turkey. The choice of
Turkey was made for several reasons. Firstly, is a country that gathers East and
West, therefore, it could be seen as a close example to the Mediterranean
countries. Secondly, is a secular country, characterized by Dual Banking system,
formed by conventional and islamic banks, private and state owned. Thirdly, it
belongs to the QISMUT countries that are driving Global Islamic Finance Growth,
consequently Turkey could be a potential global financial Hub.
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1. GENERAL LANDSCAPE

1.1. Introduction

Turkey’s first regulation for Islamic Finance was realized in the 1980s, during a
period of liberalization as part of a plan to attract foreign direct investments.
Interest free banking was introduced with the legalization of “special finance
houses” which did not possess bank status and therefore did not benefit from
banks’ privileges.
The Islamic Finance sector kept evolving steadily in the 1980s and 1990s with
Arab Gulf investors setting up finance houses and commencing lending activities,
accommodating mainly specific religious clients.

The leap for interest free banking came after the 2001 economic crisis. Banking
finance legislation went through a major overhaul after the crisis. A union was
formed to provide a certain level of state control and support for special finance
houses. 2006 saw the introduction of Banking Law No. 5411, which legitimized
participation banking and provided insurance through the Savings Deposit
Insurance Fund for participation deposits. Along with these changes, the special
finance houses union became the Participation Banks Association of Turkey
(“TKBB”), which sets forth the ethical, professional principles for participation
banks. All participation banks had to be a member of TKBB. The following years
saw a rapid increase in participation banking and the 2008 global crisis
highlighted the need for more stable financing. In line with the government’s
support of Islamic Finance and interest free finance instruments, the World Bank
Global Islamic Finance Development Center was launched on the premises of the
Istanbul Stock Exchange in late 2013.
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Turkey had various previous experiences with interest free financing in the form
of profitloss sharing certificates and real estate certificates mainly used for the
financing of large infrastructure and construction projects. The issuance of sukuk
was initially regulated with the Capital Markets’ Board (“CMB”), the first
sovereign sukuk issuance was realized in August 2013 with significant
oversubscription closing at USD 8 billion which shows huge demand for sukuk.

1.2. Purpose

The objective of this paper is an attempt to elaborate Islamic Banking in Turkey,
to examine whether Turkey can become an International Financial Hub by
analysing the subareas of the Global Financial Centers Index , considering the
current situation of Participation Banking growth and the support by the state in
creating Islamic stateowned Banks, determine then the possible contribution of
Islamic finance tools to the Turkey’s way in becoming a Financial Hub.

1.3. Methodology

In my thesis I am going to use descriptive analysis. It is mostly based on
theoretical and practical observation of the Turkish Participation banking in
general, consultancy and visit to TKBB Association, meetings at Istanbul and
Sakarya University, information collected in seminars held by the IFSB and visits
to 4 Participation Headquarters Banks in Istanbul including also the new
Stateowned Bank (Ziraat Katilim Bankasi).

1.4. Structure

The paper is divided into 7 sections. Chapter 1 is about introduction, while
Chapter 2 focuses on the meaning of financial center, the analysis of the
dimensions of ZYen Index to determine the qualifications of Major Financial

9

Centers, Chapter 3 describes the meaning and concept of Islamic Finance
according to religion, classification of sources, contracts, products and quotation
in Capital Markets. Chapter 4 is going to perform comparative analysis of
Participation Banks in Turkey, supported by visits to five Islamic Banks in
Istanbul. Chapter 5 deals with the contribution of Islamic Banking tools to make
Istanbul an international Financial Center Project. Chapter 6 elaborates the impact
of emigration on European economy and Banking sector, with a focus on Muslim
immigrants and diffusion of Sharia Compliant products and opening of Islamic
Bank Kuveyt Turk in Germany. Conclusions are treated in the last section
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2. ANALYSIS OF Z/YEN INDEX DIMENSION TO DETERMINE THE
QUALIFICATION OF FINANCIAL CENTER
The purpose of this Chapter is to focus on the meaning of Z/yen index and its
notion in general, then focus on the current Turkish situation related to the
subareas of GFCI.

2.1. The evaluation of global financial hub
To determine whether a city can be considered as a Financial Center, it is relevant
the use of the Z/Yen index, that has been provided by the Z/Yen Group (
leading
think tank in the City of London) in March 2005. The aim of the GFCI (published
every six months) is to examine the major financial centres globally in terms of
competitiveness.
With the 2008 global financial crisis in the USA that lead to the debt crisis of
Europe, the weight of financial markets around the globe is shifting from North
America and Europe to Asia. In such a transition of the world financial order, the
GFC Index has been instrumental in suggesting future strategies for the world's
major financial centres.1
2.2. Methodology

The Z/Yen Index provides ratings for financial centres calculated by a ‘factor
assessment model’ that uses two distinct sets of input:
●

Instrumental factors
:
that provide an objective evidence of competitiveness based on
comparable sources. For example, evidence about a just and reliable
business environment is drawn from a corruption perception index

1

Reference : MARIA GIUSEPPINA LUCIA, LUIGI BOLLANI, GIOVANNI LONGO, Centri finanziari
tradizionali e nuovi competitors nello scenario della crisi globale, 2014.
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(supplied by Transparency International), an ease of doing business index
(from the World Bank) and an operational risk rating (from the EIU). For
instance, a total of 105 instrumental factors are used in GFCI 16.
● Financial centre assessments
:
by means of an online questionnaire, running continuously since 2007.
For instance, in GFCI 16, Z/Yen Group used 29,226 financial centre
assessments drawn from 3,633 respondents.
Considering the first model of input, the GFCI is a biannual report that
has assessed and ranked global financial centres in terms of different
parameters such as their reputation, tax system and infrastructure.2

2.3. Competitiveness Factors and their relative importance
Figure 1.1 
: Macro and subareas of Z/Yen index

2

Source : http://www.zyen.com/
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2.4. Z/yen index, Turkish case:
Considering that the purpose of this paper is to analyse the Turkish situation, in
particular, Istanbul as a potential Financial Center, this could be partially
explained by the fact that Istanbul has become a more and more convenient
strategic location for business and more and more of an international travel hub
for many international conglomerate firms who wish to operate in Eastern Europe,
central Asia, Middle East, the Balkans and Africa.
In order to decide the competitiveness of Turkey, I should concentrate the
analysis on the 5 areas of competitiveness by focusing more on Business and
Financial Areas:

2.4.1. Business environmental sector



Political stability and rules of Law: The legal framework of the Republic
of Turkey is based in the 1981 Constitution. The president is elected for a
fouryear term. The unicameral parliament, the Grand National Assembly,
which includes 550 seats representing the 81 Turkish provinces, is the
legislative body. Members of parliament also are elected for a fouryear
period. the president designates the prime minister to form the new
government. the main executive body is the Council of Ministers,
consisting of the prime minister and 26 ministers. Independent courts have
judicial power. In addition, Turkey is pursuing membership of the EU and
has been an accession country since 2005. Moreover, Turkey has signed a
customs union agreement with the EU (effective from 1st January 1996)
with a view to promoting trade and economic relations. Furthermore, the
Turkish legislation prohibits unfair competition and specific laws protect
competition ( e.g. the AntiDumping Law and the Law on the Protection of
Competition), as a consequence, these factors guarantee suitable climate
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for Islamic Finance in compliance with Ethics principles of fair
competition and transparency.


Macroeconomic environment: 
Turkey is continuously integrating into the
world economy. Despite the recession due to the global economic crisis.
Turkey’s GDP has tripled in nominal U.S. dollar terms since 2001, when a
deep financial crisis opened the way for a comprehensive macroeconomic
and structural reform program.

Growth received another boost from the European Union (EU) accession talks
starting in 2005 and the favorable external environment prevalent until 2008.

Figure 1.2
: Real GDP in Turkey

Source
: World Bank,2014

Today, Turkey’s per capita income of roughly US$10,500 puts it in the group of
uppermiddle income countries. Turkey is a member of the G20 and the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and has the
17th largest economy in the world.


Tax and cost competitiveness: 
The corporate tax rate is around 20
percent, which is lower than many other countries such as Brazil, India and
E.U. countries that impose corporate tax rates around 30 to 35 percent.
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2.4.2. Financial sector development

A wellregulated banking and financial system that Turkey has learnt from
a severe financial crisis earlier than the rest of the world; a labor force that
is highly educated but less costly than those in mature markets; and quick
access by road, air and sea to the large markets of Europe and the Middle
East. These features have helped the country weather the current global
financial crisis and the troubles in the Eurozone. So, Turkey has been
rising as much of the rest of the world has stumbled.
The Turkish banking sector is still very attractive. It has low penetration
levels; favorable demographics; a strong regulatory environment; growing
trade dynamics with both Europe and the rest of the w
orld; and rising
consumer activity from a young, increasingly affluent, middle class.



Volume and Velocity of trading: 
According to Istanbul Stock Exchange,
Turkish bonds were the most popular listed instruments traded at the venue
in August 2014, fixed income products traded a total of $255 billion in
notional value, followed by the country’s equity markets which totalled
$34 billion and derivatives instruments which totalled $15 billion. In
addition, Turkey is home to one of the most liquid currency markets
outside of developed Europe, with over 25 active participants in the
market, authorised and regulated by the country’s financial watchdog, the
Capital Markets Board. In fact, Turkey is a role model for nations looking
to add rules and guidelines in the OTC forex market.
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Figure 1.3 : 
Foreign Exchange Adjusted, Annualized, 3M MA) and Total Loans (US$
Million) in Turkey
.

Source:
Republic of Turkey, Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency.



Availability of Capital: 
The Financial Sector is a major host for FDI in
Turkey; this might be a result of the tight and strong financial and banking
regulations following the Turkish banking crisis in 2001. The ownership
structure of a number of local banks contain at least one foreign investor,
which gives a strong indicator that the Turkish Financial Sector is trusted
internationally. Thus, the FDI is contributing strongly in the Turkish
Financial Sector.
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Figure 1.4
: Number of Companies with International Capital (Cumulative, in thousands)

Source
:
Ministry of Economy

As of 2014, more than 39,100 companies with foreign capital operate in Turkey.



Depth and Breadth of Industry Clusters: 
The industrial agglomerations
(spatial transformations) started at the beginning of 1980s enforced by :

●

Economic transformations,

●

New competitive environment and

●

Loss of protectionist policies

The spatial economic transformation has contributed to an increasing
importance of some industrial agglomerations that are located far from the
earlier manufacturing cores, in terms of production and exports.
Obviously, these new industrial agglomerations are located in the different
parts of Turkey and at the different stages of evolution.
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In Turkey there are 11 distinct industry clusters. Most factors yielded
clusters consisting of primary and secondary industries.

In terms of value added, petroleum cluster is the largest cluster in Turkey.

The cluster consists of 12 industries among which 6 are primary, 6 are
secondary industries. Although the petroleum cluster is the largest cluster
with respect to value added, the share of the cluster in total employment is
relatively low. Petroleum refineries creates much of the total value added
in the petroleum cluster. Petroleum refineries alone employed over 5000
employees that accounts for 4.5% of the total employment in the
petroleum cluster. The petroleum cluster shares component industries with
"wood products", "textile", "cement and brick" and "food and agricultural
products" clusters 3.



Employment and Economic Output: 
Turkish metropolitan areas had an
exceptional 2014, with Izmir, Istanbul and Bursa each placing among the
world’s top five performers, led by strong expansions in business and

3

Reference: NATIONAL INDUSTRY CLUSTERS: THE CASE OF TURKEY ( Neşe Kumral Sedef Akgüngör,

Aykut Lenger
).
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financial services, which ranks cities by growth in employment and in
economic output per person 4.
The Brookings Institution and JPMorgan Chase ranked 300 major cities
worldwide for economic performance last year. Chinese and Turkish cities
dominated the top of the rankings.

Economic
Performance
20132014

Country

City

Real GDP
per Capita
Growth
20132014

Employme
nt Growth
20132014
Rank

Economic
Performan
ce
20092014

1

Macau

Macau

8.00%

4.20%

10

2

Turkey

Izmir

2.00%

6.60%

8

3

Turkey

Istanbul

2.00%

6.50%

17

4

Turkey

Bursa

1.80%

6.40%

20

5

UAE

Dubai

4.50%

4.70%

172

2.4.3. 
Infrastructure


Building and Office Infrastructure: 
The privatization of various
stateowned companies has attracted the interest of investors. Since the
enactment of the Urban Transformation Law No. 6306, the Turkish
government has decided to retrofit and renovate buildings that are prone to
destruction during natural disasters, which includes 6.5 million residences,
with a budget of USD 400 billion. The government has plans on public
private partnerships for many infrastructure projects, hospitals and ports
(Izmir and Derince port privatizations are added to the portfolio). Also in
order to increase foreign direct investment (FDI), the government will
focus on ensuring land availability for foreign investments.

The number of Real Estate Investment Trusts (REIT) in the Turkish
4

Reference:http://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/2015/01/21/wheredoesyourcityrankstudyranks300worldcitiesfore
conomicperformance/ ;
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/Research/Files/Reports/2015/01/22globalmetromonitor/bmpp_GMM_final.pdf?la=en
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market has increased indicating the market potential of the Turkish real
estate industry.
Figure 1.5
: The Real Estate Investment Trust Price Index

As the graph shows, the Real Estate Investment Trust Price Index is in a
rising trend since the drop in 2009 crisis; the index has increased by 89%
in TL and 52% in USD from 2009 levels to the end of 2013.
Since the enactment of the Urban Transformation Law No. 6306, the
Turkish government has decided to retrofit and renovate buildings that are
prone to destruction during natural disasters, which includes 6.5 million
residences, with a budget of USD 400 billion.



Transport Infrastructure: 
In Turkey, Both public and private
infrastructure investments in the last ten years have significantly improved
the logistics services provided in the country. Many new airports have
been built, dual carriageways have spread across the country, the
highspeed train network has started to reach major cities and the capacity
of Turkish ports has been increased. The Turkish government has set
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challenging targets to be achieved by 2023 for improving the logistics
infrastructure even more.
Some of the major 
targets 
are as following:
● Having an export volume of USD 500 billion and being one of the top
ten economies in the world.
● Increasing the length of highspeed railway lines to 10,000 km from 888
km with a 25 percent CAGR.
● Reaching 7,500 km of motorways from 2,236 km in 2013.
● Increasing the passenger capacity of airports from 165 million to 400
million by 2023.
● Reaching a 32 million TEU handling capacity for container transport.
● Having a 10 million DWT shipbuilding capacity.
● Increasing the number of marinas to 100 with a yacht capacity of 50,000.

Because of the high potential and interest in information and communications
technologies, Turkey has a very strong opportunity to become both an economic
and ICT power base in the region.



Environmental care and sustainability: 
In Turkey, an important model
was created which regards human development, along with economic
development, as the fundamental dynamic of medium and long term
development in the last 10 years. This model has been realized through 3
channels;
i. With macroeconomic policies, implementations have been realized in
many fields such as inflation, tax, social security and aids and wages in
order to make disadvantaged and poor people active members of the
society.
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ii. With sectoral policies, equal opportunities were provided for poor and
disadvantaged people with applications in education, health, housing,
energy and infrastructure. Priority is given to rural areas especially by
increasing the quality of services provided with the principle of “positive
discrimination”.

iii. With direct social aids programmes for the poor, basic daily needs are
covered as well as skill acquisition and business development programs
were applied. Hence, the disadvantaged part of the society is well
equipped to sustain their lives on their own in the medium and long term.

2.4.4. Human capital
Turkey has experienced many socioeconomic and cultural changes in the last
century. These changes can be seen as a “modernisation” of state, institutions and
society, and as a whole, shaping the social structure and improving the human
capital. These significant changes can be observed in some of the historicalbasic
demographic measures of the country. At the beginning of the last century Turkey
had a population of only 13.6 million, however, it has with a current population of
roughly 75 million.


Availability of Skilled Personnel
: Half of Turkish population is under 30
years, so the workforce in this country is very young comparatively to
other countries in EU where the population is getting old. In the top of
largest workforce countries in EU, Turkey is ranked 4th, which means that
foreign investors are offered a great potential for their 
businesses
. The
labor costs are low comparatively to other European countries and the
productivity is good. So, Turkey is a competitive country in terms of labor
force.
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Education and Development
: Education is the Key to a Healthy
Economy”. The universities from Turkey offer 600,0005 graduates every
year to the labor force, this guarantees an important resource for foreign
investors interested in employees with a high education and qualifications.



Flexible Labour Market and Practices: 
The employment is regulated by
Labor Law no. 4857 and Trade Union Law which stipulates that no
employee can be discriminated because of his race, gender, religion,
political or philosophical belief.

In Turkey, before starting work, every employer must sign a work contract with
the future employee. There are many types of contracts, such as for:
 temporary or permanent work
 a definite or indefinite period of time
 parttime or fulltime jobs
 workuponcall
 starting with a trial period & team contract
➢ In the case of full time contract, the maximum period of work per week is
45 hours. People willing to work more than 45 hours per week would get a
supplementary pay – 50% higher than the regular hours for every hour
worked additionally to the maximum period.
➢ The second alternative is that the employee receives free time according to
his supplementary work. However, no matter what an employee or
employer would want to work, a person can not exceed 270 supplementary
working hours per year.

5

Source: http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DatasetCode;

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2012/cr12261.pdf
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Quality of Life: 
Quality of Life Index is an estimation of overall quality of
life by using empirical formula. The actual formula might be changed.
Currently, 
numbeo’s team6, put the highest weight to pollution  if the
environment is polluted too much, the economy or safety cannot fulfill it.
Then, put the second highest importance to safety, since it is more
important to feel safe rather than wealthy. The number 65 is added so that
the numbers are in such range so it rarely goes under zero (65 is a range
modifier).

index.main = 65 + purchasing Power Incl RentIndex  (priceToIncomeRatio * 2)  cpi Index / 5
+ safety Index * 3 / 4 + healthIndex / 2  trafficTimeIndex / 2  pollution Index;

Purchasing Power Index

78.82

Moderate

Safety Index

62.88

High

Health Care Index

73.96

High

Consumer Price Index

42.29

Very Low

Property Price to Income Ratio

6.12

Low

Traffic Commute Time Index

46.70

High

Pollution Index

69.47

High

ƒ
Quality of Life Index:

114.45

High

*Last update: June, 2015

6

Source : http://www.numbeo.com/qualityoflife/country
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2.4.5. Reputational and general factors
According to the Guardian Cities global city brand barometer, Istanbul stands in
the same position of Dubai.

The report measures two aspects of a city's brand7: its “assets” – attractions,
climate, infrastructure (particularly transport), safety and economic prosperity –
and its “buzz”, a combination of social media (Facebook likes and Twitter
sentiment analysis) and media mentions. Assets and buzz were each graded out of
10; the numbers were added to produce a total score.

7

Source : http://www.theguardian.com/cities/datablog/2014/may/06/worldcitiesmostpowerfulbrandsgetthedata
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CONCLUSION:

After analysing the IFCI subareas, the general outcome proofs that Turkey has
many attributes to become an international financial center, under financial,
demographic, growth and future project aspect. Indeed, a stabilized and
wellcapitalized banking sector, political stability, low interest rates, rising per
capita income and young population, naturally attracted the attention of foreign
investors to the domestic banking sector both conventional and interest free
banking. This, combined with the relatively smaller size of the islamic banking
sector, provided a fertile ground for foreign investors with deep pockets. For
instance, Over the years, the National Bank of Greece, Citigroup, General
Electric, Spanish banking group Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA, French
bank BNP Paribas, and Russia’s Sberbank have held stakes in Turkish banks, not
to mention Kuveyt Turk Bank, the Islamic bank from Kuwait. Rising profit and
growth in loans also have made the sector attractive to foreign suitors. Apart from
direct acquisitions, Japan’s Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi UFJ and Italy’s Intesa
Sanpaolo SpA have applied for commercial banking licenses after Lebanon’s
Bank Audi was awarded the right to establish a unit in Turkey in 2011.

Banks from the Middle Eastern region, which is Turkey’s second biggest trading
partner after the European Union, have also shown keen interest in gaining a
toehold in the lucrative Turkish market. In fact, Bloomberg and Fitch report that
the Commercial Bank of Qatar and Qatar National Bank SAQ are among the
banks scouting for opportunities in the Turkish banking sector. Therefore, Turkey
has a high potential to become an international financial center for both
conventional and islamic banking sector.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF ISLAMIC FINANCE
In order to give a clear explanation to the reader, this chapter will focus on the
meaning of Islamic and its pillars, then concentrate on Shariah sources and
afterwards, deep focus on the forbidden non Sharia compliant activities with
relevant interest toward Riba’s prohibition which constitute the crucial point
which distinguishes conventional finance than islamic one.
3.1
.
Definition of Islam and Islamic Finance:
3.1.1. The meaning of Islam and Pillars

Islam is not a new Religion, rather it is regarded as the way of all the Prophets.
This is because Islam means submission (to the way of God) in Arabic, and all the
previous Prophets called to the way of God. Likewise the word Muslim is an
Arabic noun that is derived from the word Islam, meaning one who submits (to
God’s way, the truth, in Islam). Muslims refer to the Creator and God of mankind
as Allah, as it is written in the Qur’an.

Islam is based on 5 pillars that are presented by the Qur’an as a framework for
worship and a sign of commitment to the faith. They are : 
Shahada (creed), 
Salat
( daily prayers), 
Zakāt (almsgiving), 
Sawm 
( fasting during Ramadan) and 
Hajj
(the pilgrimage to Mecca ( at least once in a lifetime). 8

1. Shahada
: (ašhadu an) lā ilāha illá lLāhu (wa ashhadu 'anna)
Muḥammadan rasūlu lLāhi "(I profess that) there is no god except God
and (I profess that) Muhammad is the Messenger of God." Also, it is said
that when dying one should recite this declaration of faith. In Azaan (call
to prayer) it is recited. When a person wishes to convert religions they
should recite this affirmation and believe in it.

8

Riference: http://www.britannica.com/topic/PillarsofIslam
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2. Salat 
:
Salat is the Islamic prayer. Salat consists of five daily prayers: Fajr,
Dhuhr, Asr, Maghrib, and Isha'a. Fajr is performed at dawn, Dhuhr is a
noon prayer, Asr is performed in the afternoon, Maghrib is the sunset
prayer, and Isha'a is the evening prayer. Each prayer consists of a certain
amount of rakaʿāt. A prayer either consists of two, three, or four rakaʿāt.
All of these prayers are recited while facing the Ka'bah in Mecca. Muslims
must wash themselves before prayer, this washing is called Wudu. The
prayer is accompanied by a series of set positions including; bowing with
hands on knees, standing, prostrating and sitting in a special position (not
on the heels, nor on the buttocks, with the toes pointing away from
Mecca), usually with one foot tucked under the body.
3. Zakāt
: is the practice of charitable giving by Muslims based on
accumulated wealth, and is obligatory for all who are able to do so. It is
considered to be a personal responsibility for Muslims to ease economic
hardship for others and eliminate inequality. Zakat consists of spending
2.5% of one's wealth for the benefit of the poor or needy, including slaves,
debtors and travelers. A Muslim may also donate more as an act of
voluntary charity (sadaqah), rather than to achieve additional divine
reward. There are two main types of Zakat:
First, there is the kajj, which is a fixed amount based on the cost of food
that is paid during the month of Ramadan by the head of a family for
himself and his dependents. Second, there is the Zakat on wealth, which
covers money made in business, savings, income, and so on.

There are four principles that should be followed when giving the Zakat:
a) The giver must declare to God his intention to give the Zakat.
b) The Zakat must be paid on the day that it is due.
c) Payment must be in kind. This means if one is wealthy then he or she
needs to pay 2.5% of their income. If a person does not have much money,
then they should compensate for it in different ways, such as good deeds
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and good behavior toward others.
d) The Zakat must be distributed in the community from which it was
taken.
4. Sawm: 
Three types of fasting (Sawm) are recognized by the Qur'an: Ritual
fasting, fasting as compensation for repentance (both from sura
AlBaqara), and ascetic fasting (from AlAhzab). Ritual fasting is an
obligatory act during the month of Ramadan. Muslims must abstain from
food, drink, and sexual intercourse from dawn to dusk during this month,
and are to be especially mindful of other sins. Fasting is necessary for
every Muslim that has reached puberty. The fast is meant to allow
Muslims to seek nearness to God, to express their gratitude to and
dependence on him, atone for their past sins, and to remind them of the
needy. During Ramadan, Muslims are also expected to put more effort into
following the teachings of Islam by refraining from violence, anger, envy,
greed, lust, profane language, gossip and to try to get along with fellow
Muslims better. In addition, all obscene and irreligious sights and sounds
are to be avoided. Fasting during Ramadan is obligatory, but is forbidden
for several groups for whom it would be very dangerous and excessively
problematic. These include prepubescent children, those with a medical
condition such as diabetes, elderly people, and pregnant or breastfeeding
women. Observing fasts is not permitted for menstruating women. Other
individuals for whom it is considered acceptable not to fast are those who
are ill or traveling. Missing fasts usually must be made up for soon
afterward,

although

the

exact

requirements

vary

according

to

circumstance.
5.

Hajj: 

is a pilgrimage that occurs during the Islamic month of Dhu
alHijjah to the holy city of Mecca, and derives from an ancient Arab
practice. Every ablebodied Muslim is obliged to make the pilgrimage to
Mecca at least once in their lifetime if he or she can afford it. When the
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pilgrim is around 10 km from Mecca, he must dress in Ihram clothing,
which consists of two white sheets. Both men and women are required to
make the pilgrimage to Mecca. After a Muslim makes the trip to Mecca,
he/she is known as a hajj/hajja (one who made the pilgrimage to Mecca).
The main rituals of the Hajj include walking seven times around the
Kaaba, touching the Black Stone, traveling seven times between Mount
Safa and Mount Marwah, and symbolically stoning the Devil in Mina. The
pilgrim, or the haji, is honoured in their community. Islamic teachers say
that the Hajj should be an expression of devotion to God, not a means to
gain social standing. The believer should be selfaware and examine their
intentions in performing the pilgrimage. This should lead to constant
striving for selfimprovement. A pilgrimage made at any time other than
the Hajj season is called an Umrah, and while not mandatory is strongly
recommended. Also, they make a pilgrimage to the holy city of Jerusalem
in their alms giving feast.

3.1.2. Islamic finance
Islamic finance represents financial activity that is consistent with the principles
of Islamic law or the Shariah, which prohibits unethical, immoral, speculative
activities as well as interest, gambling, uncertainty, in fact the purpose of Islamic
finance is to encourage

entrepreneurship, mutual cooperation, generosity and a

spirit of partnership which connect the capitalowner with real economic activities
that may actually contribute to the welfare of society via commerce,
manufacturing, construction.
The principal aim of Islamic finance is to guarantee the prosperity and benefits to
the “
umma
”. In fact, trading in gharar, maysir (gambling) and interest based
activities are forbidden according to Shariah principles.
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3.1.3. Meaning of Shariah & Sources
A. Shariah
,
literally means a straight path (Quran 45:18) or an endless supply
of water. It is the term used to describe the rules of the lifestyle (Deen)
ordained for us by Allah. In more practical terms, shariah includes all the
do’s and don’ts of Islam.

Shariah is characterized as a “complete way of life” (social, cultural,
military, religious, and political), governed from cradle to grave by Islamic
law.
B. Sources of Shariah
: 
There are four sources for shariah that make it
authoritative: the 
Quran
, the 
Sunna
, 
ijma, and 
qiyas.

Deemed the

“uncreated word of Allah,” the Quran reflects direct divine revelation and
is understood to be the primary source of Islamic law. After the Quran,
Islamic jurists next turn to the Sunna, considered to be indirect divine
revelation arising out of the hadiths, or sayings or acts of Mohammed.
Ijma refers to the consensus of the grand mujtahids of the past, a historic
process in which, once consensus attached, became a permanent part of the
immutable body of Islamic law. Finally, the fourth source for shariah is
qiyas, or reasoning by analogy, which applies an accepted principle or
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assumption to arrive at a legal ruling.
1. The 
Quran: 
is comprised of 114 chapters (or Suras) that include some
6,236 ayat or verses, and is believed by Muslims to have been revealed
over a period of 22 years (from 610 to 632 A.D., the year of Mohammed’s
death). Chronologically speaking, the first 86 of the 114 chapters were said
to have been revealed to the Prophet in Mecca while the remaining 28
came after the hijra to Medina in 622.
In Islamic parlance, the Quran is considered to be the uncreated word of
Allah. According to Muslim belief, it has existed since the beginning of
time and was revealed by the Archangel Gabriel in the 7th Century to the
Prophet Mohammed in the Arabic language of his homeland. It follows
from the characterization of the Quran as the uncreated word of Allah that
its points are timeless. Clearly, if it were possible to place the Quran in
context within a certain historical period, it could be said that it has
subsequently become obsolete – especially since so many of its tenets are
unique to 7th Century Bedouin culture. That would be tantamount,
however, to asserting that Allah’s uncreated, and therefore eternal, word is
actually timelimited. Thus, it is mandatory that the Quran be deemed as
eternal 
and 
eternally applicable 
to everyone, not just Muslims. The
preeminence of the Quran in shariah is closed to debate.
2. The Sunna: The second most authoritative source for shariah is the Sunna,
commonly understood to be the actions and sayings of the Prophet. The
Sunna includes the ahadith (plural of hadith), or collections by
Mohammed’s contemporaries of what he did and said during his lifetime.
Also within the Sunna is the “
Sira”
, which are biographical accounts of
the life of Mohammed. It should be noted that the ahadith (not the Sira)
constitute the 
legally 
significant element of the Sunna.
3. Ijma: In addition to the Quran and Sunna, there are also two accepted
secondary sources for shariah: these are ijma (consensus of the scholars)
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and qiyas ( analogical deduction). Consensus of the Islamic jurists refers to
the achievement of agreement on particular legal issues and finds its
justification in numerous verses of the Quran. Hadith accounts also
provide support with the words of Mohammed: “
My followers will never
agree upon an error or what is wrong
.” The early Muslim scholars turned
to this device of ijma only when they could not find a specific legal ruling
in either the Quran or the Sunna.
4. Qiyas: makes up the fourth most important source for shariah. The term
means “to judge by comparing with a thing.” Its methods of deductive
reasoning derive from the previous three sources of authenticity, namely
the Quran, the Sunna, and ijma. When a legal ruling was required but
could not be found in the other sources, the Islamic jurists employed
analogy, reasoning, and legal precedent to arrive at new case law.

C. Forbidden activities under Sharia rules
After the understanding of Shariah meaning and Sources, it is important to
give clarifications about the forbidden activities under Sharia rules, that
are the following :

1. Gharar 
 ( ﺍﻟﻐﺮﺭUncertainty):
It refers to any transaction of probable objects whose existence or
description are not certain, due to lack of information and knowledge of
the ultimate outcome of the contract or the nature and quality of the
subject matter of it. For instance, the Prophet (pbuh) has forbidden the
purchase of the unborn animal in the mother’s womb, the sale of the milk
in the udder without measurement, the purchase of spoils of war prior to
distribution, the purchase of charities prior to their receipt, and the
purchase of the catch of a diver. Islam has clearly forbidden all business
transactions, which leads to exploitation and injustice in any form to any
of the parties of a contract. It seeks protecting the different parties from
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deceit and ignorance by forbidding Gharar in any commercial exchange
contracts that are not free from hazard, risk or speculation about the
essential elements in the transaction to either party, or uncertainty of the
ability of one party to honour its rights and obligations. It requires that all
Islamic financial and business transactions must be based on 
transparency
,
accuracy
, and 
disclosure of all necessary information so that no one party
has advantages over the other party.

Rationale of the prohibition:
The rationale behind the prohibition of Gharar is to ensure full consent and
satisfaction of the parties in a contract. Full consent can only be achieved in full
disclosure and transparency and through perfect knowledge from contracting
parties of the counter values intended to be exchanged. The prohibition of Gharar
protects against unexpected losses and the possible disagreements regarding
qualities or incompleteness of information.9
Instead, the Shari’ah promotes the principle of profitloss sharing between banks
and entrepreneurs as an approach to encourage the spirit of brotherhood and
cooperation in business relationships. Mutual risksharing could help absorbing
the weight of loss by sharing it equitably between all parties. However, risk and
uncertainty are conditioned by enough adequacy and accuracy of information to
make reasonable estimates of the outcomes. Tolerable risk and uncertainties
cannot exist in contractual obligations.

2. Prohibition of Maysir  ( ﺍﻟﻤﻴﺴﺮgambling):
Islam has categorically and firmly prohibited all forms of gambling.
Maysir and Qimar ( )ﺍﻟﻘﻤﺎﺭare forms of gambling transactions that are
considered as totally inequitable in Islam. Maysir refers to the easy
acquisition of wealth by chance, whether or not it deprives the other’s

Source
:
https://www.academia.edu/2468903/Understanding_Riba_Interest_and_Gharar_Uncertainty_in_Isla
mic_Finance_Presented_at_the_2013_International_Symposium_for_Business_and_Management_in_Kitaky
ushu_Japan_
9
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right. Qimar means the game of chance in which one gains at the cost of
others.
Maisir (game of chance) is regarded as gambling because the outcome is
unknown and clearly involves gharar. The practice of Maisir is declared
forbidden in Qur’an:

“
They ask you about wine and gambling. Say, "In them is great sin and
[yet, some] benefit for people. But their sin is greater than their benefit.
“
(2: 219)
Rationale of the prohibition:

Gambling involves no skill, basically luck (win/ lose situation). Maisir or Qimar
are extreme form of gharar and also because the the buyer engaged in gambling
transaction aims at making profit through dishonest appropriation of the property
of others.

3. Prohibition of Riba  ( ﺍﻟﺮﺑﺎInterest) in Islam:
The word used by the holy Quran concerning “interest” is 
riba. 
The literal
meanings of 
riba 
are money increase, increase of anything or increment of
anything from its original amount. However, all increases are not considered as
riba 
in Islam. Money may increase in business activities as well. This increase is
not at all considered as 
riba. 
The increase, instead of being prohibited 
(haram), is
approved 
(halal) in Islam. Islam prohibits only those increases that are charged on
the loan with a prefixed rate.
Transactions based on interest are severely condemned in the Holy Qur’an and
Sunnah.The Qur’an says:
“
Those who swallow ‘riba’ can not rise up save as he ariseth whom the devil
has prostrated by (his) touch. That is, because they say:Trade is just like ‘riba’;
whereas Allah permitted trading and forbidden ‘riba’
. such are rightful owners of
the fire. They will abide therein. Allah hath blighted ‘riba’ and made ‘sadaqat’
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fruitful. Allah Loveth not the impious and guilty.” (2:275276).
The term riba is used in Shariah in two senses. The first is riba alnasi’ah and
second is riba alfadl.
● Riba alNasiah also called riba alduyum (loan)
The term nasi’ah comes from the root nasa’a, which means to postpone, to defer,
or wait, and refers to the time that is allowed for the borrower to repay the loan in
future for the 
‘
addition’
. Therefore, ribaalnasi’ah means interest on loans. The
same meaning is reflected in the holy Quran in the verse “God has forbidden
interest”. This is also riba which the Prophet, peace be upon him mentioned when
he said: “ There is no riba except in nasi’ah”.

The above mentioned transactions are typical examples of RibaanNasia.
RibaanNasia, according to jurists, contains the following three elements:
a) Excess or surplus over and above the loan capital.
b) Determination of this surplus in relation to time; and
c) Bargain to be conditional on the payment of a predetermined surplus.

● Riba alFadal also called riba albuyu (trade), riba alkhafi (hidden
riba)
RibaalFadl is the name of the interest which is charged in barter transactions of
commodities. It lies in the payment of an addition by the debtor to the creditor in
the exchange of commodities of the same kind ( e.g. wheat for wheat or barley for
barley or dates for dates) .

The Prophet, peace and blessings of God be on him, has indicated, by way of
example, at least four different ways of indulging in riba alfadl.

1. The first of these is the exploitation that may take place in trade through
the use of unfair means even though trade is by itself allowed. He equated
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with riba even the cheating of an unsophisticated entrant into the market
and the rigging of prices in an auction with the help of an agent.

2. Another way of being guilty of indulging in riba alfadl is by accepting a
reward in return for making a recommendation in favour of a person.
The rationale behind this may be that such a money motivated
recommendation might give benefit to a person who does not deserve
and thereby indirectly deprive others who are more deserving.

3. A third way of indulging in riba alfadl is though barter transactions
because of the difficulty of measuring the countervalues precisely in such
transactions.

4. This leads to the fourth way of indulging in riba alfadl which has received
the maximum attention of the 
fuquah
. An number of authentic hadiths
stipulate that, if the same genus of commodities is exchanged against each
other, then the same quantity and weight of the commodities should be
exchanged hand to hand. Otherwise it will be Riba alfadl.

Rationale of prohibition:
There are many reason behind the Riba’s prohibition in islam, that can be
summarized in these following points:

1. The interest rate as the alleged price of money has accounted for a market
of money that generates more money through lending as opposed to the
real market of goods and services that generate more wealth through real
exchange. Living purely on interest income, money traders damage the
flow of trade in two ways:
a) Withdrawing money from the flow of trade in goods and services. A
large of portion of money supply becomes disengaged as the medium of
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exchange in the flow of trade.
b) Acquiring undue command over the real wealth created through trade.
A large portion of wealth goes to money traders even though they are the
very agents who

hampered the creation of wealth. Ironically money

traders remain well rewarded under the interest based system rather than
penalised.
2. Money is not a leasable asset. Money belongs to the category of perishable
objects (such as petrol and rice), which must be consumed or used up in
the process of being utilized in production or consumption (e.g. petrol is
burnt to energise machinery, rice is eaten as food, money is spent to buy
goods). By contrast, the leasing of durable assets(ships, buildings,
equipment etc) generate usufruct (asset service) without being used up or
consumed in the utilization process.
3. Productivity of a factor is the contribution te factor makes t the production
of a firm, which applies clearly to labour, land and physical assets acquired
through ijarah. However, money capital provides no claim on productivity
to lenders because borrowed money is no longer under the lender's
ownership. Rather it is under the borrower’s ownership. Parting with
ownership money lenders cannot claim any contribution to the firm on an
equal footing with productive factors and therefore interest rate is not a
legitimate measure of capital productivity.
4. Riba corrupts society. This is clear from the following verses 3741 of
Surah arRum, where Allah says:
“See they not that Allah enlarges the provision and restricts it, to
whomsoever He pleases? Verily in that are Signs for those who
believe.(37) So give what is due to kindred, the needy and the wayfarer.
That is best for those who seek the Countenance of Allah and it is they who
will prosper.(38) That which ye lay out for increase through the property
of (other ) people, will have no increase with Allah; but that which ye give
for charity, seeking the Countenance of Allah(will increase): it is these
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who will get a recompense multiplied.(39). It is Allah who has created
you: further He has provided for your sustenance; then He will cause you
to die; and again He will give you life. Are there any of your(false)
partners who can do any single one of these things? Glory to Him! And
High is He above the partners they attribute (to Him)! (40) Mischief has
appeared on land and sea because of (the need) that the hands of men
have earned that (Allah) may give them a taste of some of their deeds: in
order that they may turn back(from evil)(41)
”
5. Riba’s ultimate effect is negative growth – In Surah alBaqarah, verse 276,
Allah claims that riba is subject to destruction (mahq):
“Allah will deprive usury of all blessing(destroy it), but will give increase
for deeds of charity: for He loveth not creatures ungrateful and wicked”
.
6. Riba demeans and diminishes human personality – It is clear from the
verse 275 of Surah alBaqarah that reads:
“Those who devour usury will not stand except as stands one whom the

Evil One by his touch hath driven to madness. That is because they say:
“Trade is like usury, but Allah hath permitted trade and forbidden usury.
Those who after receiving direction from their Lord, desist, shall be
pardoned for the past; their case is for Allah(to judge); but those who
repeat (the offence) are companions of the Fire: they will abide therein(for
ever)”.
7. Riba is unjust – That riba is unjust is indicated in the verse 279 of Surah
alBaqarah which reads:
“If ye do it not, take notice of war from Allah and
his Messenger; but if ye repent ye shall have your capital sums; deal not
unjustly and ye shall not be dealt with unjustly”
.
8. To see that there can be no doubt of condemnation of the practice of
interest and the penalties would be imposed if laws were not observed,
Qur’an states the following verses: 
“O believers, fear God, and give up the
interest that remains outstanding if you are believers. If you do not do so,
then be sure of being at war with God and His Messenger. But if you
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repent, you can have your principal. Neither should you commit injustice
nor should you be subjected to it. If the debtor is in difficulty, let him have
respite until it is easier, but if you forego out of charity, it is better for you
if you realize. And fear the Day when you shall be returned to the Lord
and every soul shall be paid in full what it has earned and no one shall be
wronged” .(Surah AlBaqarah verse 27881).
9. The principle that the Quran has given above is that for loans, the creditor
has the right to the principal amount only. Any amount big or small, over
and above the principal of loan or debt would be riba.
10. Riba or usury inculcates miserliness, selfishness, callousness, indifference,
inhumanity, greed and worship of wealth. It destroys the spirit of
sympathy, mutual help and cooperation, and thus affects adversely the
feelings of love, brotherhood and unity among the community. We find
around us that the usurers are generally miser, selfish and hardhearted
Shylock's, devoid of milk of human kindness, who exploit the misery of
the poor and charge their pound of flesh without feeling any moral
compunction for the sufferings of the borrowers.
11. Interest causes many economic evils as well. It leads to hoarding of money
adversely affecting its circulation among larger sections of society. It also
causes establishment of monopolies, cartels and concentration of wealth in
few hands. Thus distribution of wealth in the community becomes uneven
and gulf between the rich and the poor widens. The community is divided
sharply into two campshave and havenotswhose conflicting interests
badly affect peace and harmony in the society. Moreover, due to interest
economic distortions like recession, depression, inflation, unemployment,
etc. are also caused.
12. Capital investment is withheld from those enterprises which cannot yield
profit equal to the prevailing rate of interest, even though such projects
may be very vital for the country and nation. The flow of all financial
resources in the country turns in the direction of those enterprises which
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carry the prospect of a profit margin equal to or more than the current rate
of interest, even though such enterprises may have little or no social value.
13. Interest charged on international loans has aggravated debtservicing
problem of the debtor countries. It has not only impeded the economic
development of the poor nations, but has also resulted into transfer of
resources from the poor to the rich nations. Moreover, it is adversely
affecting the relations between the rich and the poor states and thus
harming the cause of international security and peace.
14. It would be unjust on part of the borrower to pay only a predetermined
(small) rate of interest even if he is able to make a big fortune out of the
business. It is unjust to pay the lender a nominal rate of fixed interest when
the rate of inflation is higher than this rate and the borrower is able to
make a substantial profit.
15. An injustice is inflicted on bank depositors when they are paid relatively
small fraction of the income generated through utilizing their funds and
becomes especially unfair during an inflationary period. The prohibition of
riba is therefore not only to discourage exploitation of the debtors, but any
form of injustice inflicted on the debtors or creditors.

i. Prohibition of Riba “ Interest” in Judaism:
All religions are against to the all forms of economic as well as social exploitation
of human beings, and want to develop a society or system that aims to secure
extensive socioeconomic justice and welfare of humanity.
In the book of Exodus, at 22 : 26, explains, 
“If thou at all take thy neighbor’s
raiment to pledge, thou shalt deliver it unto him by that the sun goeth down
”.
Many other similar teachings are given in Deuteronomy and there are restrictions
on collateral too. These restrictions, presumably, had the intention of reducing the
power of the creditor and preventing the debtor from having to observe usurious
contracts. In Talmudic law, similar to Islamic law, in an interestbased contract,
the creditor, the debtor, the guarantor, the witnessee, and attester all are violating
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the biblical prohibition and doing an act of the greatest sin10 .

ii. Prohibition of Riba “ Interest” in Christianity.
The Old Testament and New Testament strictly agreed on the prohibition of
interest. Moreover, the Roman Empire also prohibited charging of interest on
money lending in the times of strong governments. With the passage of times and
gradual extension of Empire and development of trade, interest charging was
allowed. However, there were severe restrictions on the rate of interest, and these
restrictions were strictly regulated. The Romans were the first nation to enact laws
for the protection of debtors. The Roman lawyers allowed an annual rate of 12
percent on loan. But Roman thinkers like Cicero and Seneca condemned the
taking of interest and described it as inhuman. Although,

the Romans who

allowed interest in financial dealings first time in the history, but they did not
liked it because interest, without any doubt, is enemy of the social harmony.

3.2. Sharia Compliant Financial Instruments

A contract is considered to be legal and lawful by the Shari’ah if the terms of the
contract are free of any prohibition. This means that a contract does not have or
involve any of the prohibited elements, such as riba or gharar, and does not violate
any other rule or law it is considered valid. For example, although a contract to
invest in a company producing alcohol may be free of riba and gharar, it would
still be invalid in the eyes of the Shari’ah, since it deals with the production of
alcohol, which is prohibited in Islam. Several commercial contracts have their
roots in the pre  Islamic period but have been further developed and widely
practiced after their compatibility with the principles of Shari’ah was ascertained
and confirmed. The Islamic economic system has a set of core contracts, which
serve as building blocks for designing more sophisticated and complex financial
instruments.

10

Reference: An Introduction to Islamic Finance Zamir Iqbal and Abbas Mirakhor

.
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There is no established classification of contracts in the Islamic legal system as
such, but from a business and commercial point of view, certain contracts can be
grouped together according to their function and purpose in the economic and
financial system11
Figure 3.1 
: Contracts/Instruments

11

Reference: An Introduction to Islamic Finance Theory and practice ( Second Edition)  Zamir Iqbal &
Abbas Mirakhor
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The Figure shows the 4 macrogroups of contracts that are the following:

1. Transactional contracts deal with the real  sector economic transactions
that facilitate the exchange, sale and trade of goods and services. The core
transactional contracts are based on trade  or exchange  based activities.
Exchange could be on the spot or on a deferred basis and could be of
goods for goods, or of goods for price, or goods for promise to pay. These
contracts create assets, which further become the basis of fi nancing and
investment opportunities; thus they form the very core of an extended
economic and financial system.

2. Financing contracts offer ways to create and extend credit, facilitate
financing of transactional contracts, and provide channels for capital
formation and resource mobilization between investors and entrepreneurs.
The distinguishing feature of such financing contracts is the absence of a
debt contract. Financing contracts are meant either for the financing of
transactional contracts in the form of trade finance or asset  backed
securities, or for providing capital through equity partnerships, which can
take several forms, such as partnership, co  ownership, or diminishing
partnership.

3. Intermediation contracts is to facilitate an efficient and transparent
execution of transactional and financial contracts. Intermediation contracts
provide the economic agents with a set of tools to perform financial
intermediation as well as to offer fee  based services for economic
activities. These contracts include mudarabah (a trustee finance contract),
musharakah (equity partnership), kifala (guarantee), amanah (trust),
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takaful (insurance), wakalah (agency) and jo’alah (fee  based service). In
a mudarabah contract, an economic agent with capital (rabbal  mal) can
form a partnership with another agent with skills (mudarib), with an
agreement to share the profits. Although losses are borne by the capital
owner only, the mudarib may be liable for a loss resulting from any
misconduct or negligence on his part. Intermediation contracts are
discussed in detail in the next chapter on financial intermediation.

4. Socialwelfare contracts are contracts between individuals and the society
to promote the well  being and welfare of the less privileged.
Although facilitation of such contracts is beyond the scope of intermediation, an
intermediary can certainly offer community services by institutionalizing social 
welfare contracts12

There are many contracts in each macrogroup. However, based on my practical
visits to Islamic Banks I consider that is sufficient to give details about the
important contracts that can be explained as the following :
a) In the SocialWelfare Contracts, 
Qardul Hassan 
(Benevolent loans)
, 
in
which one of the parties (the lender) places into the ownership of the other party
(the borrower) a definite parcel of his property in exchange nothing more than the
eventual return of something in the same value of the property loaned.

b) I
n intermediation Contracts, there is Musharakah
, The word Musharaka is
derived from the Arabic word Sharikah meaning partnership. Musharaka is
defined as an agreement between two or more parties to combine their assets,
labour or liabilities for the purpose of making a profit. One, two or more
entrepreneurs approach an Islamic Bank to request the financing required for a
project. The bank along with other partners provides the necessary capital for the

12

Ibid., p.77
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project. All partners including the bank have the right to participate in the project.
They can also waive this right. The profits are to distributed according to an
agreed ratio which need not be the same as the capital proportion. However, the
losses are shared in exactly the same proportion in which the different partners
have provided the finance for the project.
Types of Musharaka
Musharaka may take two forms, Permanent and Diminishing Musharaka

1. Permanent Musharaka In this case, the bank participates in the equity of
a company and receives an annual share of the profits on a prerate basis.
The period of termination of the contract is not specified. This financing
technique is also referred to as continued Musharaka.
The contributions of the partners under this mode may be equal or unequal
percentages of capital for the purpose of establishing a new income
generating project or to participate in an existing one. In this arrangement,
each participant owns permanent in the capital structure and receives his
share of the profits accordingly. This type of a partnership is intended to
continue until the company is dissolved. However, one can exit the
partnership by selling his share of the capital to other investors.
Permanent Musharaka is used by Islamic Banks in many income
generating projects. They can provide financing to their customers, in
exchange for ownership and profit sharing in the proportion agreed upon
by both parties. In addition, the bank may leave the responsibility of
management to the customer partner and retain the right of supervision and
follow up.
2. Application of Permanent 
Musharaka:
Permanent 
Musharaka is helpful in providing financing for large
investments in modern economic activities. Islamic banks can engage in
Musharaka partnerships for new or established companies and activities.
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Islamic banks may become active partners in determining company to
ensure the objectives of the company are met. On the other hand, they can
also choose to either directly supervise or simply follow up on the overall
activities of the firm. As part of the agreement, Islamic banks will share in
both profits and losses with its partners or clients in operation of the
business.
3. Diminishing Musharaka
: 
Diminishing or Digressive 
Musharaka 
is a
special form of 
Musharaka, 
which ultimately contaminates in the
ownership of the asset or the project by the client. It operates in the
following manner:
a. The Bank participates as a financial partner in full or in part, in a project
with a given income forecast. An agreement is signed by the partner and
the bank, which stipulates each party’s share of the profits. However, the
agreement also provides payment of a portion of the net income of the
project as repayment of the principal financed by the bank. The partner is
entitled to keep the rest. In this way, the bank’s share of the equity is
progressively reduced and the partner eventually becomes the full owner.
b. When the bank enters into a Diminishing 
Musharaka 
its intention is 
not to
stay in the partnership until the company is dissolved. In this type of
partnership, the bank agrees to accept payment on an installment basis or
in one lump sum, an amount necessary to buy the bank’s partnership
interest. In this way, as the bank receives payments over and above its
share in partnership profits, it’s partnership interest reduces until it is
completely bought out of the partnership.
c. After the discharge, the bank withdraws it claims from the firm and it
becomes the property of the partner. The decreasing partnership
arrangement is an Islamic bank innovation. It differs from the permanent
partnership only in the continuity.
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4. Application of diminishing 
Musharaka:
The decreasing Musharaka is suitable for the financing of industrial
business that has regular income. It can be considered to be the appropriate
mode to finance collective investment. In this arrangement, the bank earns
periodic profits throughout the year and it encourages the partner to
participate in the joint investment. In the addition it fosters individual
ownership by allowing the partner to gradually buy the bank’s ownership
interest. In terms of partnership instead of the negative relationship of
indebtedness. In addition, it assists in the equitable distribution of society’s
wealth.
Concluding Remark
Financing through a Musharaka partnership is investedbased. The capital
provider has full control in the management of the business. In the
addition, the shares proportionately both the profits and losses of the
business. Therefore, the rate of return is uncertain and can be either
positive or negative. The cost of capital is also uncertain and there exists
perfect correlation between the relationship of cost on capital and rate of
return on capital.

In the same category of partnerships contracts there is also Mudarabah,
that is literally derived from the phase al darbfialard which means to
make a journey. This literal meaning is related to this type of partnership
because normally it requires particularly in the past, traveling to do
business. Technically, mudarabah in profit whereby one party provides
capital and other party provides labour. The term Mudarabah refers to a
contract between two parties in which one party supplies capital to other
party for the purpose of engaging in a business activity with the
understanding that any profits will be shared in a mutually agreed upon.
Losses, on the other hand, are the sole responsibility of the provider of the
capital. Mudaraba is also known a Qirad and Muqaradah.
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5. Mudaraba contract
: is of those who have capital with those who have
expertise, where the first party provides capital and the other party
provides the expertise with the purpose of earning Halal (Lawful) profit
which will be shared in a mutual agreed upon proportion. This type of
business venture serves the interest of the capital owner and the Mudarib
(agent).
The capital owner may not have the ability or the experiences to run a
profitable business. On the other hand, the agent (he Mudarib) may not
have adequate capital to invest in a business or project. Therefore, by
entering into a contract of Mudaraba each party compliments one another,
allowing a business venture to be financed.
6. Important Rules of Mudaraba : 
These are some legal rules for the
business relationship Mudarabah which are as follows:
a. It is a condition that the capital must be in the form of currency in
circulation. However, merchandise can be contributed, so long as both
parties to the both parties to the business arrangement agreed upon its
value.
b. it is a condition that the capital cannot be subject to indebtedness.
c. It is permissible for a Mudarib to mix his private capital with the capital of
the Mudaraba, thus becoming a partner. In addition, it is also permissible
for the Mudarib to dispose of capital on behalf of the Mudarib.
d. It is permissible for the capital owner to deliver capital to two Mudaribs in
a single contract. it is permissible for the capital owner to vary the in profit
sharing agreement between the two Mudarib based upon differences in the
services provided.
e. The disposal of capital by the Mudarib is restricted to reasons that are
conducive to the Mudaraba. The Mudaraba must not lend or donate any of
the Mudaraba capital. Further, he is not allowed to enter into indebtedness
nor into another partnership agreement with the Mudarabah capital.
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However,these activities are permissible if the capital owner consents and
authorizes the agent to use his description.
f. It is permissible to take a surety or mortgage from the Mudarib to
guarantee payment in the event of negligence violation of the contract
conditions. However, it is impermissible to take a mortgage as a guarantee
of capital or profit.
g. It is a condition that profits be carefully and properly accounted for to
avoid confusion by the parties to the contract. The contracting parties
should stipulate how profits are to be shared on a percentage basis. It is
impermissible to stipulate a fixed lump sum as profit.
h. The Mudarib shall collect his share of the profit only after obtaining the
permission of the capital owner. In addition, the Mudarib cannot collect
his share of profit until after capital outlay is recouped. In the event the
profits are split prior to the closing of the Mudarabah any losses incurred
shall be reimbursed by the disturbed profits.
i. The Mudarabah does not receive his share of the profits until the final
settlement of the Mudaraba. Once the Mudaraba has been settled, neither
party is liable to the other without a new agreement being made.

Concluding Remark
It is an investment – based form of financing. The provider of capital in
Mudarabah has no role in the management of the capital. However, he has to bear
the risk of capital loss as well as the opportunity cost of capital for the entire of
the contract. The rate of return is quite uncertain and the cost of capital is also
uncertain. Hence, there is a perfect correlation between cost of capital and rate of
return on capital.
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❖ Difference between Mudaraba and Musharaka

In Mudaraba, one party deploys the
fund

In Musharaka one or more parties are
required to deploy the fund

In Mudaraba, Sahib al Maal does not
participate in the operation of business

In Musharaka, sahib al Maal can
participate in the operation of business

In Mudaraba, all parties do not bear
loss

In Musharaka all partners bear loss

Liability of Sahib al Maal
is
limited, unless he has permitted the
Mudarib to incur debts on his behalf

The liability in Musharaka is generally
unlimited

Mudarib is not entitled to
claim
his share in the assets themselves,
even if their value has increased.

Each partner can benefit from the
appreciation in the value of the assets
even if profit has not accrued through
sales.

In Financing instruments there is also Ijarah Contract 
:
According to Islamic Shariah, Ijarah is a contract between two parties the lessor
and the lessee, where the lessees(hirer or mustajir) have the right to enjoy/reap a
specific benefit against a specified consideration/rent/wages from the lessor the
owner.

7. Elements of Ijarah
According to majority of Jurists, there are three general and six detailed elements
of Ijarah.
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● The wording includes offer and acceptance.
● Contracting parties includes a lessor, the owner of the property and a
lessee, the party that benefits from the use of the property.
● Subject matter of the contract includes the rent and the benefit.

The rent is the consideration either in monetary terms or in quantity of goods fixed
to be paid against the benefit of the goods or service is called the rent.

Ijarah could be classified on the basis of various considerations:

a. Ijarah based on Subject type and is divided into : Tangible asset: The term
ayn is generally used as an opposite of dayn (debt)


Labour/Nontangible Asset: Labour may be classified as an employee and
an independent contractor.

b. Ijarah based on Specification of the 
subject matter: is divided into two
subcategories as follows:


Particular source of benefit: it is called so because lease contract is related
to a specific piece of property like a car or a shop.



A liability or a pledge to be fulfilled by a lessor: A contract on a particular
usufruct that the lessor assumes the liability to provide. Hiring the services
of a tailor to sew a garment or hiring the services of a contractor to
building house.

c. Ijarah based on the time 
the contract becomes effective, this type of ijarah
is divided into three sub categories:


Instant lease: This is a lease contract which comes into effect immediately
after the offer is accepted without relation to a future event of a fixed
future date.



Lease at a future date: It is a lease contract whereby its effect is delayed to
a future date.
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Lease subjected to fulfillment of certain conditions: This is a lease contract
by which effectiveness is tied to a future event

d. Ijarah based on the 
contractual relationship
: the contractual relationship
is divided into two:



Operating lease: Its main criteria are that it is not tied with purchasing
agreement. It is suitable for costly assets such as ships, aircraft and heavy
duty industrial and agricultural equipment.



Financing Lease: It is an ijarah conducted usually by Islamic financial
institutions and tied to purchasing or gifting. Such transactions are widely
used in real estate, machinery and equipment.

8. Important Rules of Ijarah

1. It is a condition that the assets to be leased must not be a fungible one
(perishable or consumable) which cannot be used more than once or in
other words the asset(s) must be a nonfungible one which can be utilized
more than once or the use benefit/service of which can be separated from
the assets itself.

2. It is a condition that the subject (benefit or service) or the contract must
actually and legally be attainable/derivable. It is not permissible to lease
something the handing over of the possession of which it is impossible

3. It is a condition that the rental falls due from the date of handing over the
asset to lessee and not from the date of contract or use of the assets.
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4. It is impressible to make the lessee bear the cost of ordinary routine
maintenance because this cost is normally known and can be considered as
part of the rental.

5. As soon as the lease period terminates the lessee is under obligation to
return the Asset to the owner or if the lessor agrees he may enter into a
fresh lease contract or purchase it from the lessor on payment of agreed
upon price as per market price.

6. If the leased asset is damaged or destructed by the act of Allah and if the
lessor offers a substitute with the same specifications agreed upon in the
lease contract, the contract does not terminate.

9. Ijarah Muntahia Bil Tamlik or Ijarah wa Iqtina
Ijarah wa Iqtina or Ijarah Muntahia bil Tamlik includes first a unilateral
undertaking by the bank to purchase an asset specified by the customer, second, to
lease out the asset to the customer and lastly to hand over the ownership of the
asset to the customer either as a gift or a sale on receipt of a nominal or prevailing
market price.
This is basically an Ijarah mode, i.e. sale of usufruct of asset/properties which can
be leased out. Therefore, in application of this mode all the rules of Ijarah as
enumerated earlier must be observed. Then transfer of ownership of the property
may be made in any of the ways discussed in case of HirePurchase under
Shirkatul Milk.

Thus in Hire purchase under Shirkatul Melk mode, both the bank and the client
supply equity in equal or unequal proportion for purchase of an asset like land,
building, machinery , transport, etc. purchase the asset with that money, own the
same jointly share benefit as per agreement and bear the loss in proportion to their
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respective equity. The share/part /portion owned by the bank is leased out to the
client/partner for a fixed rent per unit of time for a fixed period. Lastly the bank
sells and transfers the ownership of its share/part/portion to the client against
payment of price fixed for that part either gradually part by part or as a whole
within the lease period or on expiry of the lease agreement. Hire purchase under
Shirkatul Melk contract is to a great extent similar to the contract of Ijarah
MontahiaBilTamlek as termed by Accounting and Auditing Standards Board of
the Account and Auditing Organization of Islamic Financial Institutions.

❖ Difference between conventional lease and Ijarah

1. The lessor starts charging rental as soon as he gives funds to the supplier
of the asset. As such he leases an asset before buying it and taking its
possession and gets reward without bearing its ownership risks. As per
Shariah principles, rent has to be charged from the date the lessee is in a
position to take benefit from the leased asset and not from the day funds
are released to the lessee or the price has been paid to the supplier.

2. The lessor shifts all the risks to the lessee, particularly when the residual
value of the asset is also fixed in advance in the lease contract. As per
Shariah principles, all expenses incurred to rectify defects which prevent
the use of the equipment by the lessee and for the day to day maintenance
and running expense are the lessor’s responsibility.

❖ Difference between Ijarah and Bai

1. In bai, ownership of the corpus of the property is transferred to the
purchaser, while in ijarah, the corpus of the property remains in the
ownership of the transferrer and only its usufruct i.e. right to use it is
transferred to the lessee.
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2. lease contract is always time bound, while in bai, it is not time bound
regard impossession or ownership.

3.3. Islamic Capital Market
In an Islamic capital market (ICM) transactions are carried out in ways that do not
conflict with the conscience of Muslims and the religion of Islam. Here, there is
declaration of religious law so that the market is free from activities prohibited by
Islam such as usury (
riba
), gambling (
maisir
) and ambiguity (
gharar
).
Figure 3.2: 
Two essential objectives of capital market.

As shown by the figure, these objectives will be achieved within the boundary of
Islamic Shariah.
3.3.1. Islamic Capital Market Instruments:

Islamic capital markets include longer term and riskier securities. Since capital
market instruments are much more diverse than money market instruments, one
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can further subdivide the capital market into two major segments: sukuk and
stock.
Generally sukuk is asset based, stable income, tradable and shariah compatible
trust certificates. The primary condition of the issuance of sukuk is the existence
of assets on the balance sheet of the government, the monetary authority, the
corporate body, the banking and financial institution or any entity which wants to
mobilize the financial resources. The identification of suitable assets is the first
and arguably most integral, step in the process of issuing sukuk certificates.
Shariah considerations dictate that the pool of assets should not solely be
comprised of debts from Islamic financial contracts such as Murabaha and istisna.
3.3.2 Definition of Sukuk:
The most common Arabic term used for Islamic securities in the market today is
sukuk(plural of sakk). Literally sukuk means certificates. Some have defined
sukuk as papers representing financial obligations arising from trade and other
commercial activities while have defined sukuk as similar to trust certificates
which represent a share in an asset or business venture.

Definition of The Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial
Institution (AAOIFI) in its Shariah Standard 17(2) defined investment sukuk as
certificates of equal value representing undivided shares in ownership of tangible
assets, usufruct and services, assets of particular projects or special investment
activity.

The Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB) in its Capital Adequacy Standard
(IFSB 2) defined sukuk as Certificates that represent the holder’s proportionate
ownership in an undivided part of an underlying asset where the holder assumes
all rights and obligations to such asset.
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Securities Commission Malaysia (SC) in its Guideline on Islamic Securities 2004
defined sukuk as a document or certificate which represent the value of an asset.
These can be classified in accordance with their tradability on the secondary
markets
.
3.3.3. Tradable Islamic financial assets:
In order for the equity based sukuk to be tradable, the Shariah Board required that
at least one third of the sukuk be in the form of tangible assets. Some Shariah
Boards may require 51% of tangible assets. The holders of lease based sukuk are
free to trade them in the secondary market as they are the owners of the asset.
A. Mudarabah certificates
:
Certificates of permanent ownership in a company and businesses without control
and management rights.
B. Musharaka certificates:
Certificates of permanent ownership in companies and businesses without control
and management rights.
C. Redeemable Musharakah certificates (Musharakah term finance
certificates – MTFC) Certificates of temporary ownership in businesses
and companies with/without control and management rights.
D. Fixed rate Ijara certificates:
Ownership of durable assets given on rent and/or ownership of usufructs of
durable assets. Rent is fixed for the period of the contract.
E. Floating rate Ijara Certificates:
Ownership of durable assets given on rent and/or ownership of usufructs of
durable assets. The rent is repriced periodically in accordance with movements of
a specified benchmark in the framework of a Master Ijarah Agreement.
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● Nontradable zero coupon certificates:
In a sale based sukuk, the ownership is transferred back to the obligor on the date
of the issuance. Thus the sukuk will represent debt due and as such is not tradable.
In paragraph 5/2/15 of Shariah Standard No. 17, AAOIFI acknowledges sukuk
murabahah but does not allow their trading after the delivery of the murabahah
asset to the buyer. The paragraph reads: It is not permissible to trade in Murabaha
certificates after delivery of the Murabaha commodity to the buyer. Paragraph 196
of Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB 2) states that a salam sukuk is not
tradable. This type of sukuk is not tradable because the subject matter is
considered to be a financial asset ( a receivable).

● Istisna and/or Murabaha certificates
The ownership of debt arising from an Istisna and /or Murabaha financing. For
example, construction of a road project is carried out on the basis of a cost plus
arrangement where the cost is US dollar 100 million and the markup rate is 10%.
The US dollar 110 millions will be paid back in installments without
differentiating the principal and coupons. The US dollar 110 million can be in the
form of nontradable debt certificates that are similar to zero coupon bonds in some
of its features. Debt cannot be traded in Islamic law. Therefore these certificates
are not tradable.
● Salam certificates
In salam, funds are paid in advance and the commodity becomes debt. The funds
paid can also be in the form of certificates representing the debt. These certificates
are also nontradable.

3.3.4. Classification of sukuk
The proper classification of the asset classes will also determine the type of
certificates to be issued. It is imperative to note that these assets can be prepared
for the issuance of trust certificates in a number of ways conditional to the need of
the issuing entity.
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1. Pure Ijarah Sukuk: 
These certificates are issued on standalone assets
identified on the balance sheet. The assets can be parcels of land to be
leased or leased equipment such as aircrafts and ships. The rental rates of
return on these sukuk can be both fixed and floating depending on the
particular originator
2. Hybrid/Pooled sukuk: 
The underlying pool of assets can compromise of
Istisna, Murabahah receivables as well as Ijarah. Indeed having a portfolio
of assets comprised of different classes allows for a greater mobilization of
funds as previously inaccessible Murabaha and Istisna assets can comprise
a portfolio. However, still at least 51 % of the pool must be comprised of
ijarah assets. Due to the fact that the Murabahah and Istisna receivables are
part of the pool, the return on these certificates can only be a
predetermined fixed rate of return
3. Variable Rate Redeemable sukuk: 
The two types of sukuk mentioned
above would partially represent the strength of the issuer’s balance sheet.
Under some conditions, the implementing sukuk by representing the full
strength of an Issuer’s balance sheet can prove to be beneficial. Already,
several corporate entities refer to these sukuk as Musharakah Term
Finance Certificates (MTFCs). This can be considered as an alternative to
sukuk because of its seniority to the issuer’s equity, its redeeming nature
and its relatively stable rate as compared to dividend payouts.
MTFCs have a few advantages. First, employing Musharaka returns is
preferred from the viewpoint of jurists as such an arrangement would
strengthen the paradigm of Islamic banking that considers partnership
contracts as the embodiment of core ideals. Secondly, the floating rate of
return on these certificates would not depend on benchmark with market
references such as LIBOR but would instead be contingent on the firm’s
balance sheet actualities.
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4. Zero coupon non tradable sukuk: 
Another possible classification of
sukuk structures can be created where the assets to be mobilized do not
exist yet. Consequently the objective of the fund mobilization would be to
create more assets on the balance sheet of the company through Istisna.
However, certificates of this nature would not be readily tradable, because
of Shariah restrictions. The primary asset pools to be generated would be
of the nature warranted by Istisna and installment purchase/sale contracts
that would create debt obligations. The certificates on these debt
arrangements can be termed as fixed rate zero coupon sukuk.
5. Embedded sukuk : 
These could be sukuk whether zero coupon ijara or
hybrid, with the embedded option to convert into other asset forms
depending on specified conditions.

These are not all types of sukuk. There are a lot of sukuk in the global Islamic
capital market traded by Malaysia, Qatar, Bahrain, Indonesia, Pakistan, Sudan and
so on.

❖ Difference between bonds and sukuk

Bonds are usually unsecured. There is no collateral backing the loan and the
recourse is to the issuer. However, there are secured bonds. A secured bond holder
will have security interest on assets of the issuer. If the issuer fails to pay, secured
bond holders can enforce the claim on the asset to recover the debt due. Bonds are
evidence of indebtedness. The repayment of the loan capital/principal and interest
are legally confirmed, thus giving the investors the status of creditors. Sukuk
unlike bonds, will not normally use loans as the underlying relationship since the
investors cannot enjoy any returns in such cases. It will utilize other underlying
contracts such as sale, lease and partnership contracts to enable the investors to
enjoy a return over investment. Bonds are evidence of debt, whereas sukuk are
broader as they can include debts as the underlying assets (only in Malaysia) and
nondebt assets as the underlying.
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Primary level relationship

Bond

Sukuk

Loan

Variety of
contracts but rarely uses a loan

Return to investors

Tradability
market

in

secondary

Interest on loan(recourse to

Profit elements in sale, lease or

the issuer  unsecured

partnership contracts

Sale of debt

Depends on
nature of underlying asset. Global
Shariah standard does not allow sale
of debt with discounting, but allows
sale of tangible assets

and

intangible asset
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4. THE OUTLOOK OF ISLAMIC FINANCE IN TURKEY
4.1 Background: History of Banks in Turkey.

This chapter provides an Excursus of the establishment of banks in Turkey and
discusses developments since The Foundation of Republic in the banking sector
and in the recently opened capital markets. It considers the changing status, M&A
of banks and the Laws adopted to regulate the “triple models” Development
banks, commercial banks, and freeinterest banks.

Ottomans Empire took the first debt from Western banks in 1854 and from this
date to the collapse of the Empire in 1922, the Ottoman government's wanted new
debts from European banks and sometimes with very high interest rates. These
new debts were used sometimes to pay ( only) the interests.

The former bank established in Turkey was Osmanli Bankasi ( Bank of Ottoman)
in 1856, It was founded by the British with a capital of $ 500,000. However, the
British soon became dissatisfied at the restrictions placed on the bank by the
Ottomans and most of its shares were sold to the French. The Ottoman Bank, as it
is known today, came into being in 1863. This bank, together with the State
Treasury, was responsible for the issue of Turkish currency until the founding of
the Central Bank of Turkey in 1930. The second bank was Ziraat Bankasi (Bank
of Agriculture) founded in 1888 and that operated and created their branches in
the important cities in Turkey at the end of the 19th century. Subsequently, at the
beginning of the 20th century, other two banks, Emniyet Sandigi and I’itibari
Milli Bankasi, entered to work in the existing Interest based principles13 .

13

Reference: Culture Of Islamic Economics In Turkey  Ismail Yurdakok
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During the 1930s, two new development banks were set up to finance and control
the expanding state industrial sector. Sumerbank founded in 1933 and two years
later Etibank was opened.

In this scenarios, NonInterest based Banks were totally absent due to two
essential factors:

 
Political view 
: after the collapse of Ottoman Empire, new strong secular
republic, essentially, did not follow an Islamic way and did not think Islamic
solutions for economic problems. In fact under Ataturk regime, in 1928 the GNA
deleted the clause in the constitution that declared Islam as the official state
religion. Islamic had been replaced with Ataturk’s secular ideologies.
 
Absence of knowledge : few experts argued about the need of an ethical bank,
for instance, Namik Kemal spreaded the idea of “bank of muslim” but he did not
give any other knowledge about it and what kind of bank he thought.
Following the proclamation of the Turkish Republic, Banks were continuously
subject to the Banks Act which was contained in Decree. In this paper, based on
the Political and Economical background explained in the previous Chapter, I
tried to focus on three essential Decrees that were adopted under different
circumstances.

4.2 Statutory Progress in Islamic Banks: Banking Law reforms

4.2.1. Ist Decree: Special Finance Houses
After a long period of Westernization that goes back to the year of 1839 Tanzimat
reforms of Ottoman Empire, in 1983, a new Decree permitted the creation of
Islamic Banks. Just three days after Turgut Ozal became Prime Minister, the
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governmental decree regarding the foundation of Special Finance Houses was
signed and published in the 
Official Gazette 
on 16 December 1983, which came
into force on 19 February 1984. Until 1999 , the establishment and functioning of
the SFH were regulated by this decree. On 19 December 1999, a significant
amendment to the decree placed these houses under the jurisdiction of the Turkish
Banking Law.

The processes whereby the SFH were established help to elucidate the
relationships between political Islam and Islamic economy in Turkey. The
creation of the SFH occurred in 1983 under a temporary military dictatorship
which paradoxically “ supported secularism with a zeal reminiscent of Muslim
fundamentalism.” But since the country was in the midst of a financial crisis , its
secular leaders courted Islamic banking groups, granting them unprecedented
privileges. In those years, Turkey also obtained substantial aid from other arab and
Islamic sources, particularly the IDB. The decree that established the SFH have
them rights and privileges that were not available to their conventional
competitors. It reserved to the Prime Minister’s office the right “ at all times” to
supervise them.

Islamic finance began its operations in 1985 with Bahrainbased AlBaraka Turk
and Saudibased Faisal Finans, that benefited of a special law that specifically
exempted them from from the provisions of existing banking legislation. The new
institutions were required to to keep only 10 per cent of their current accounts and
a mere 1 per cent of their much larger provision accounts as reserves with the
Central Bank (in contrast to the 1015 per cent reserve requirement to which
conventional banks were subjected). The SFH were authorized to deal in
commodities and were exempted from lending limits and deposit insurance
requirements to which other commercial banks were subjected. Despite a 1984
ban on television advertising for banks ( during brokerage houses crisis) they were
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given permission to advertise on state television. According to Turkish journalist,
all these privileges amounted to a new form of capitulation.

The kuwaitibased Kuveyt Turk was opened in 1989. Afterwards, new SFHs were
opened with domestic capital. these institutions included Anadolu Finans in 1991,
Ihlas Finans in 1995 and Asya Finans in 1996. The SFH were encouraged by the
government because they were considered as a part of a plan to attract more funds
from the Gulf states to the country that was craving for foreign exchange.
Afterwards, new SFHs were opened with domestic capital. These institutions
included Anadolu Finans (1991), Ihlas Finans ( 1995) and Asya Finans ( 1996).

In the 1990s, Turkish economy suffered from the interruptions in international
capital flows. The first nasty experience was due the 1991 Gulf War during which
the capital inflow to the country fell down significantly due to the country’s
neighbourhood the Iraq. The first and severe outcome for Turkish banking system
during these times occurred in 1994. The number of conventional banks fell
sharply from more than 50 to just 33. The financial crisis not only affected
conventional banks, but also SFH’s, for instance, Ihlas Finans bankruptcy14.

4.2.2 II Law: Islamic Deposit Insurance Scheme

Ahead of 2000s, SFH were subject to the Banking No 83/7506 of 1983 and were
under the supervision of the Undersecretariat of the Treasury and the Central Bank
of the Republic of Turkey. The 2001 crisis led to a rehabilitation of Turkey’s
financial system, and the parliament passed a new law in order to discipline the
overall banking system ( Banking Act No. 4389 of 1999).
Under this new Law, SFHs were brought under the same umbrella of regulations
14

Ihlas Finans:Economic crisis in 1999 and 2001 of Turkey , hit these Special Finance Houses the heaviest
blow in their history of quarter century in Turkey and one of them Ihlas Finans went to bankruptcy* and this
bankruptcy impacted the other non interest houses and thousands of depositors closed their accounts.
However five years later , during the recovery period, from 2004 they again began to regain their prestige.
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covering conventional banks. After the collapse of Ihlas Finans, and because of
the economic Turmoil, the government and islamic deposit insurance scheme to
instil depositors’ confidence, because the bankruptcy influenced the public
opinion as a negative view for Islamic economics.

This Law brought a wideranging adjustments for the Turkish banking sector, that
encompassed two major regulatory developments for the Islamic banks, namely
the establishment of Special Finance Association (SFHA) and the 
Implementation
of Islamic deposit insurance scheme that was administered by the SFHA.
The Islamic deposit insurance scheme provided insurance up to 50,000 TL for
each deposit ownership in each bank, while the conventional insurance offered at
that time an unlimited coverage. Furthermore, unlike the conventional system,
which was managed by the government, the Islamic deposit insurance system was
administered by the Special Finance Houses Association (SFHA). Membership to
the Association was compulsory for all licensed Islamic banks, and as the scheme
was backed by Islamic banks concerns about its Shariahcompliance were allayed.

4.2.3. III Law: SFH switched to Participation Banks.
On December 2005, upon enactment of the Banking Act No. 5411, the “dual”
deposit insurance system was revised and the management of the Islamic deposit
insurance fund was transferred to the SDIF15 . Of equal importance, following
amendments to the banking law, SFHs were renamed as “Participation Banks”,
which allowed them to integrate fully into the financial System.
This law is applied for all the three types of Turkish banks (deposit “commercial
bank”, development & investment banks, participation “islamic” banks). In
addition, the adoption of the new law guarantee and official acknowledgement of
the Islamic banks to be treated similar to the conventional banks in the sector

15

Reference: http://www.tmsf.org.tr/default.html  Saving Deposit Insurance Fund of Turkey
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4.3. General Outlook about Banking Sector in Turkey

After the 2008 global economic meltdown and the financial risks that have
emerged afterwards, the Basel II has started to be increasingly perceived as
inadequate to deal with such situations of financial collapse and the Basel III
regulation has come in to the force in order to overcome these weaknesses. The
most critical addition that the Basel III regulation has introduced was the new
capital adequacy framework aimed at increasing the required capital and at
improving its quality. However, the Turkish banking sector seems to have
anticipated such a regulation over the past decade. Indeed, after the 2001 Turkish
economic crisis, a new regulation was adopted which reorganized the banking
system along more stable lines. Reorganization has deeply disciplined the banking
system to an extent that the Turkish banking industry has emerged as the sole
banking industry among the OECD countries that did not require public financial
support after the 2008 global economic crisis. Moreover, still as a consequence of
the past regulation16 , the Turkish banking sector has managed to establish better
internal auditing and controlling mechanisms and attained high levels of liquidity
as well as low levels of leverage ratio accompanied by high levels of deposits.
Indeed, given the transformation the Turkish banking industry has gone through,
the compliance with Basel III regulation is expected to be rather smooth in this
country.
As a consequence, 
Turkish banking sector is 
the 
second 
largest CEE (Central
Eastern Europe) banking system in Emerging Europe after Russia with an asset
size of USD 820
billion.

As of 2014, in Turkey, there are 49 banks of which 32 are deposit taking
(including 3 stateowned), 13 are investment and development banks and 4 are
participation banks17 .

See section 

4.2 related to Banking reforms
On May, 28th 2015 a new stateowned participation bank has been opened and they become 5 participation
banks.
16
17
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Figure 4.1
: Number of Banks in Turkey ( until 05/28/2015
)

Figure 4.2
: Banking Sector Total Assets ( million $) Tota
l 18

According the my practical visits to the new stateowned bank, Ziraat Katilim
Bankasi that has been opened on 29th of May 2015, Mr. Raci Kaya confirmed that
two new state owned banks (Halk Katilim Bankasi and Vakif katilim Bankasi)
will be opened within 2015. As a consequence, the number of participation banks
will be switched from 4 to 7 banks as a total.

18

Source : BRSA Monthly Statistical Bulletin
.
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Number of Banks

Share in assets

Commercial Banks

32

91,00%

Development &
Investment Banks

13

4,00%

Participation Banks

4

5,00%

The Turkish banking sector is wellregulated, monitored and governed by two
primary regulatory authorities: the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency
(BRSA) and the Central Bank of Republic of Turkey (CBRT). Besides, The Banks
Association of Turkey (BAT, or Turkish TBB) is the representative body of the
banking sector in Turkey established for protecting and promoting the
professional interests of its members.
The main 
strengths of the Turkish banking system are its strongcapitalization and
low leverage, its growth potential highlighted by a low penetration ratio and its
high liquidity and solid asset quality:
● Regarding the first aspect, the Turkish sector has a sound solvency ratio
with an aggregate Basel II capital at risk of 15.7%. Moreover, it is also a
high quality capital since the Tier I capital constitutes more than 85% of
total capital yielding an aggregate Tier I ratio of 13.3%. In addition, it is
also characterized by a low leverage of “only” 8.0x if compared to the 8.4x
in CEEMEA (CEE and Middle East and Africa) and the 11.6x in EU

● As for the second aspect, as of 1H2014, the penetration ratio of the
banking sector, defined as the ratio of Total Assets to GDP, is a modest
101% if compared to 317% in EU. Finally, also the Total Customer
Deposits to GDP ratio is at only 56% if compared to 114% in EU.

●

As for the third and final aspect, the market is highly liquid and strongly
reliant on traditional commercial banking since, as of 3Q2014, deposits
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fund roughly 55% of assets and the Loans to Deposits ratio is ca.111%.
The solidity of the Turkish economy and of its banking sector is also
highlighted by its strong asset quality as proved by an NPL ratio of 2.7%
compared to 10.1% in CEEMEA and 11.2% in EU.

4.4 Comparative ratios of Dual Banking system :

In this study, I have tried to compare stability between conventional and
participation banking sectors of Turkey in the last 5 Fiscal Years ( 2011/ 1Q2015)

4.4.1 Research Method and Data
For this purpose I have used the data from Balance Sheet, Income statement
related to Participation Banks, Deposit Banks and Development Banks.

First I have calculated the annual sum of each account because the data was given
per each month, and then I have calculated the average financial ratios of each
banking sector and compared them during the 5 years term. For some ratios, I
have excluded Development Banks because of their nature some data (e.g
Deposits) are not accounted in their Balance Sheet.
The data of conventional banking sector has been taken from the web site of
Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency in Turkey and the data of
participation banking sector has been taken from the web site of The Participation
Bank Association of Turkey.
The financial ratios used in the analysis are consist of 
profitability
; net income /
total assets, net income / total deposits, 
riskiness
; total payables / total assets, total
deposits / total assets and
asset quality ratio
; loans / total assets.
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4.4.2 Results of The Analysis
The graph 1 shows “total deposits/total assets” ratio of the conventional and
participation banking sectors during the 2011 1Q2015 term. This ratio shows the
riskiness of these sectors. As it is seen on the graph, riskiness of both banking
sector is almost stable in terms of “total deposits/total assets” ratio during the last
5 years.
Graph 1:
Total Deposits / Total Assets

Source
: It has been calculated by the author.

The 
graph 2 
shows “total payables/total assets” ratio of the conventional and
participation banking sectors during the 20111Q2015 term. This ratio shows the
riskiness of these sectors. As it is seen on the graph, While riskiness of the
conventional banking sector is increasing, riskiness of the participating banking
sector is decreasing . This may show that conventional banking sector takes more
depth during the crises because of the financial difficulties, in contrast,
participating banking sector does not need more depth because it is not in the
financial difficulties.
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Graph 2:
Total Payables / Total Assets

Source
: It has been calculated by the author

The 
graph 3 
shows “net income/total deposits” ratio of the conventional and
participation banking sectors during the 20111Q2015 term. This ratio shows the
profitability of deposits for these sectors. As it is seen on the graph, profitability of
deposits of the conventional banking sector is characterized by fluctuation and is
not stable, in contrast, profitability of deposits of the participating banking sector
is almost stable
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Graph 1:
Net income / Total Deposits

Source
: It has been calculated by the author

The 
graph 4 
shows “loans/total assets” ratio of the conventional and participation
banking sectors during the 2011 1Q2015 term. This ratio shows asset quality of
these sectors. As it is seen on the graph, quality of both banking sector is almost
stable during the analysis term which includes the first quarter of 2015.
Graph 4:
Loans / Total Assets

Source
: It has been calculated by the author
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Conclusion:
The aim of this study is to analyze how the stability of the participating banking
sector compared to the islamic banking in Turkey. For this purpose, I have tried to
compare the stability between conventional and participating banking sectors
during the last 5 years.
The financial ratios used in the analysis are consist of profitability ratios; net
income / total assets, net income / total deposits, riskiness ratios; total payables /
total assets, total deposits / total assets, liquidity ratios; and asset quality ratio;
loans / total assets. During the analysis term which includes the 1st quarter of
2015, results based on the financial ratios as follow:
Profitability; Profitability of the conventional banking sector decreases and is also
not stable, in contrast, profitability of the participating banking sector also
decreases but is stable.
Riskiness; While riskiness of the conventional banking sector increases, riskiness
of the participating banking sector decreases. This can be as a result of financial
difficulties of the conventional banking sector.
Asset quality ratio; Asset quality of both banking sectors is almost stable during
the analysis term.
In general, this study shows that participating banking sector seems stable during
the last 5 years, But, in terms of asset quality, both sectors seem almost similar
and stable.
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4.5. Practical visits & Interview with Participation Banks

4.5.1. Albaraka Participation Bank

established in 1985 as the country’s first participation bank and continuing to
pursue solid growth. In addition, it was the winner of 
“The Banker Islamic
award” in 2014. It was founded as a joint undertaking of Al Baraka Banking
Group ( ABG, one of the Middle East’s leading financial groups), the islamic
Development Bank ( IDB), and a Turkish industrial group that has been serving its
national economy for more than half a century, Albaraka Türk has a strong capital
base. As of 31 December 2013, 54.06% of the Bank’s shares were held by ABG,
7.84% by IDB, 4.20% by other international shareholders and 10.82% by
domestic shareholders while the remaining 23.08% were publicly traded.

Vision:
The Bank’s 
Vision is to be the World’s best participation Bank. While the mission
is to meet the financial needs of society by sharing the Albaraka’s benefits with
the customers, employees and shareholders who participate in the Bank’s success.

During my visit to Albaraka’s Headquarter situated in Ümraniye (Anatolian Side
of Istanbul), I have met 
Dr. Melikşah Utku who is the Assistant General Manager
of Albaraka Bank. According to him, the current situation of the Islamic banking
growth in Turkey is around 5.7 % , while in Macedonia the growth is only around
1%. Besides that, in his opinion in order to guarantee a continuous growth there is
the need of cultural shifting and spreading of knowledge of Sharia Compliant
products.
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Dr Melikşah Utku
: Assistant General
Manager

Nuran Pakdemirl
i: Area Manager
( Middle East & Central Asia)

Furthermore, I have met with Ms Nouran Pakdemirli, the Area Manager ( Middle
East & Central Asia). According to her, Albaraka Turk will open a new Branch in
Morocco approximately at the end of 2015. Moreover, she clarified that the
Participation Banks in many occasions they collaborate each other by organizing
events and training. In her opinion, the opening of new 3 participation Banks
might cause a risk of customers shifting in shortterm but in longrun term it could
be beneficial for the existing Participation Banks.

1) Retail Department
In retail department, I have been hosted by Mr. Ömer Lütfi Tama, Manager at
Retail Product Department, according to him, in participation banking the crucial
point is that customers afford the risk and to them is not clear to get back their
money (P/L sharing rule). In addition, he mentioned that Participation Banks has
to keep a percentage of reserves toward the Central Bank of Turkey. Actually,
Albaraka Bank arranges the amount of reserve monthly after each requirement
provided by the Central Bank.
Regarding the segmentation, Mr. Ömer Lütfi Tama has specified that in order to
develop customer it is vital to divide the market into 3 parts and follow some steps
as given below:
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2) segmentation of the market:
● Corporate
: this is divided into 2 subsegments
● Commercial services
: also divided into 2 subsegments like corporate.
● Retail
: divided into 8 segments , for instance, the subsegment : younger,
is more vulnerable and critical to be kept, because many of them are not
keen toward customer fidelity , as a matter of fact, the customer can easily
shift to other banks because he has a huge capability and different offers
by around 50 banks conventional and interestfree. This push the Albaraka
Bank to be updated about the customer’s needs and reorganize her service
model.

A) According to the result of segmentation, the appropriate service model
will be implemented by the Department.
B) All the service model should be reorganized by all the Departments and
managed by the Head Office.
C) to complete, Albaraka Bank should arrange her service model in terms of
pricing, service, quality, new products, for instance, investments in gold).
Furthermore, Mr. Ömer Lütfi Tama has provided detailed explanation about “gold
account”

3) Products:

● Gold Current Account
Gold Deposit Account is the type of account that is opened least 0.01 gram
through all of alternative delivery channels. The gold account holder may any
time deposit and/or withdraw from his account without any limitation. Gold
current account is transacted at 1000/1000 purity and is affected by the gold’s
value.
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● Gold Participation Account:

Gold participation accounts are that deposit for a predetermined period of term.
The customer who has gold at the gold participation account participates the profit
and the loss. Gold participation accounts can be opened minimum in 1 month and
75 grams.

Funds collected through Gold Participation Accounts in Albaraka Bank are
followed in a pool separated from other participation pools. and credit lending
from this pool is not permitted.

On the other hand, CBRT (Central Bank of Republic of Turkey) allows banks to
hold TL required reserves in foreign exchange (FX) and gold. Albaraka Bank uses
this facility.

Gold Participation Accounts are used to hold the bank’s required reserves in
CBRT and the required reserves in TL are released against this gold amount. This
practice provides the Bank an additional fund resource in TL. As a result,
Albaraka shares the profit and loss of this additional fund with gold participation
accounts' holders.

● Delivery of Physical Gold:
Gold account holder who has got at least 5 kilograms of gold may request physical
delivery. Gold is delivered to the account holder in Istanbul Stock Market.

● Collection of Physical Gold:
In the collection service of physical gold, customers bring their jewelry and gram
gold to Albaraka’s branches to open gold current account that is in pure gold
quality, under the supervision of the affiliate company. A contract is signed
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between the parties who are affiliate company and customer. Bank is a party in
about this contract. Gold account is opened in the name of customer by bank, after
the jewels was delivered to gold company at 1000/1000 purity.

4) Accounting & Budgeting Department:

The visit was concluded with a deeply technical explanation by Mr. Shehada
Mouzahem, Specialist in Budget and Financial Reporting Department. After a
detailed enlightenment about the contracts19 of the Albaraka Turk, he has
confirmed that Musharaka is the most profitable contract for the Turkish market,
also because many investors are attracted to participate to Giant Project e.g IST
Marina, under the rule of P&L sharing. Moreover, taking into consideration the
accounting aspect, the Financial Statements of the Albaraka Bank respect the
scheme in compliance with the local regulation according to the Central Bank. In
addition, about Zakah, Albaraka Bank receives authorization from the customers
instead of the mandatory Zakah in other gulf countries.

According to Mr Shehada Mouzahem, Islamic Finance guarantees a real
development in Turkey thanks to the following aspects :

● concentrates on real trade
● decreases speculation (e.g oil buble)
● aims to reallocate funds to create fairness in the society
● prevent capital flight due to weak regulation and virtual trade
Albaraka Bank promotes social activities by supporting poors with social
donations, scholarships, pool for Adha Eid (Feast of the Sacrifice) and
Microfinance. Albaraka gives to her customers the possibility to have a debit card
(Umrah Card) in this way they can keep their money in safe during Umrah or
Pilgrimage.

19

Contracts are treated in Chapter 3.
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5) Social Responsibility
In conclusion, Mr Shehada has pointed out that in some cases the Bank find
herself involved in NonSharia profits, although she is applying sharia Compliant
activities, this happens in some cases, when the customer do not pay the
instalment back, so, the Bank applies a “penalty” and this amount should be
transferred to 
Sadakat Box,
or also as a
wakf.

Mosque
built by Albaraka as a Wakf.

Conclusion of the Visit:
Mr Ömer Lütfi Tama has confirmed that the general atmosphere in Turkey is
more favorable for Islamic Banking ( 99% of population is muslim ) so, there is a
huge sensitivity of Islamic principles spreaded among the old and young
generation. also Mr. Melikshah said that thanks to a cultural shift there is a strong
opportunity to increase the number of customers and investors, Nuran confirmed
that at the end of 2015 Albaraka Turk will open its branch in Morocco, that is a
still a non exploited Market by islamic banks.
Albaraka Turk, promotes innovative ideas “ Big Bang” by inviting the employees
to express their opinion about new products and the mentor of the best idea will
receive a prize.
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4.5.2 Bank Asya:
Asya Katilim Bankasi AS (Bank Asya) is a Turkeybased private finance house,
which offers interestfree banking services. The Bank's main activity is to collect
and provide funds in the form of current accounts and profit/loss sharing accounts.
Its services include retail banking, credit card services, corporate banking, small
to mediumsized enterprise banking, international banking and leasing services. In
addition to providing traditional banking services through its branches, Bank Asya
also offers Internet banking services, ALO ASYA telephone banking services,
automated teller machines and post office service terminals. It also conducts
business activities, and receives correspondent banking services from over 1000
foreign banks
.
1) Human resources Department
The meeting started with Ms. Vildan Velieva responsible of Human Resources
Department. According to her, the Corporate Governance of Bank Asya has a
unique form that distinguishes it from other participation Banks. In fact, there are
2 departments that are directly connected with the BOD:
a) Legislation and compliance Department ( that exists only in Bank Asya)
b) There are 7 executive Vicepresident, but currently, there are only 6 Executives,
taking into consideration that the is a vacancy in the executive of HR department.

In addition, there are other 3 Departments:
 Credit monitoring  Treasury group (formed by 4 departments) moreover, there
is the high Advisory Board (SSB) formed by 3 members: that are professors with
academic background about Sharia Compliance), the function of this board is to
give advices and opinion and controls on new products in order to make the
customer feeling safe.
 The Sharia Supervisory Board is composed by 3 Members with academic
Background: Prof Hamza Aktan, Prof Hamdi Donduren and Prof Isak Emin
Aktep. those members are fully independent from the Bank’s decision, by means
of a “core agreement”.
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The function of the Board are focused on the decision of whether a new product is
Sharia Compliant, because the main goal of the Bank Asya is to make the
customer feels safer.
Ms. Vildan Velieva confirmed that each Bank has its own SSB, and there no
universal SSB at the Central Bank of Turkey ( TCMB).
2) 
Retail Department:
In retail department, I have been hosted by Elif Seker, Vicepresident at Retail
Department, Customer Relation Management Department. she has explained that
the segmentation is based on two bases:
Value Base and behaviour Base.
Value Base

behaviour Base

=> Account Volume

=> related to the Investor’s behaviour

=> Loan Volume

within 16 month, in increasing or

=> Investment Account Volume

decreasing his account, he will be
allocated in a specific segment..

For instance, an Entrepreneur with a Permanent Establishment Office, can be
allocated in Diamond or Bronze Segment according to the amount that he/she
invests.
● 10.000 TL > Diamond Segment
● 50.000 TL > Gold Segment
● 15.000 TL > Silver Segment
● 15000 TL < Bronze Segment
The benefits to be allocated in Diamond or Gold Segments “Stars Segments”.
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3) Segmentation of the market :
During the visit i have met Mr. Servet Dayanir , Specialist at Retail Department,
he has explained deeply the segmentation model applied by the bank.
In fact there are 4 mini segments:
Minisegment

number of customers

Retail Marketing

4,500,000

customer

Smallmedium size enterprises (SME)

300,000

customer

20,000

customer

Corporate & commercial

Moreover, Mr. Servet has specified that the aim of the Department is to meet
every customer's need , by putting him at the center of attention. each customer is
treated as a “Financial Partner” , and ensuring the products in order to increase
Customer Satisfaction Index by expanding into groups accordingly to:

4 MAIN FACTORS FOR SEGMENTATION

Endorsement

limits

number of
employees

number of rate

the basic factors used are Limits and Endorsement.
for instance, company XYZ
● Limit

4,900,000 TL

● Endorsement 3,000,000 TL
The highest amount will be chosen and according to the factors the segmentation
is determined, in fact in this case the segment correspond to Ticari T1.
 Another example:
For instance, company YZZ
● Limit

5,000,000 TL

● Endorsement 6,000,000 TL
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The highest amount corresponds to Endorsement in fact in this case the segment is
related to Ticari T2.
Generally the other factors are rarely used, because it is difficult to determine
whether the number of employees declared is effective or manipulated.

4) Products:
Ms. Neşe pektaş zurnacı, Responsible at Deposit and Investments Products, has
affirmed that the are 10 Basic Accounts:
● current accounts
● saved deposit
● credit card
● insurance “Takaful”
● Bill payments
● Retail Loans
● Investment accounts that are divided into:

● Gold accounts
5) Budget & Reporting Department
During the visit I met Mr. Cen Öztürk, Responsible at Budget & Reporting
Department, who has confirmed that the External Auditor firms was Deloitte but
the current Audit engagement is done by Ernst & Young that has expressed a
“Clean opinion” in the last Fiscal Year, the Rating is provided by Moody’s.

In addition, each 3 months the Bank mandatory has to prepare the Unconsolidated
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Report by respecting the scheme set by the Central Bank for an external check.

The consolidated Financial Statements are prepared according to the IAS/IFRS
accounting principles, therefore, during the fiscal Year 4 Unconsolidated and 2
Consolidated Financial Statements should be prepared and continuously checked
by the Central Bank for the respect of rules.

6) Operation Department
In Operation Department Ms. Gokcen Dogan, Responsible of Leasing Operations,
she affirmed that the Department is divided into 4 Operations :
● Leasing
● Credit
● Retail Banking
● Collaterals
The is only one type of Leasing ( Ijarah Muntahia Bi AlTamlik), for a minimum
of at least 1 year duration. The insurance over the Asset is mandatory, usually the
insurance is covered by ISIK Sigorta insurance company, however, the customer
can choose other insurance company.

7) International Division Department
In International Division Department, Mr. Metin Turkay has specified that the
department is formed as the following:
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In general, The International Operations Department (IOD) offers importers and
exporters a complete range of expert services, catering to their specific needs, from
information and guidance to swift execution and attentive followup of foreign trade
transactions from beginning to end, based on the highest standards of international
practices.
The IOD has extensive experience and expertise in all that pertains to foreign trade
transactions and management, backed by the most advanced stateoftheart computing
and communications infrastructure.
The IOD has actually four major groups composed of subgroups that provide full
support to the corporate and unauthorised branches. These major groups are:

● Import L/Cs, ECAs and Guarantees/Standby LCs Team
● Export L/Cs Team
● Treasury Operations Team
● Outward/Inward Transactions, Collections Team

Import L/Cs, ECAs and Guarantees/Standby LCs Team :
Promotes domestic and international trade and commerce of the Bank’s customers via
instructions given by the unauthorised branches. All the foreign transactions such as letter
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of credit, cash against documents, invisible transaction and all other import and export
transactions are being operated in this group. In addition, This team is Responsible for
the operation of all letter of guarantee transaction issued to abroad or coming from
abroad. This group is also responsible for the operation of ECA and GSM credit
transactions.

Export L/Cs Team :
This team is responsible from Process of Letter of Credits and bank’s operational
procedures accordance with the standards of the International Practices. All the
transactions
are in compliance with the regulatory guidelines.

Treasury Operations Team:
Incharge of Liquidity Management, Transfers between The Nostro Accounts, Foreign
Exchange Transactions, Money Market Transactions, Transactions For Official
Obligations.

Outward/Inward Transactions, Collections Team:
This team is responsible from performing foreign currency transfer transactions to banks
in

Turkey

and

abroad.

In

addition,

it

also

operates

the

cash

against

documents,bills,cheques transactions.

8) Internal Control Department
Afterward, Mr Recep Tekçam, Manager at Internal Control Department together with Ms.
Tugba Yildirim, information system internal control Auditor, have specified that at Bank
Asya there are 3 Mandatory Departments:(mandated by laws and regulationsbanking
regulation and supervision agency)

a. Risk Management Department:focuses on monitoring functions and process that
are exposed to the risk, and making conclusions.
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b. Internal Control Department:is the department that governs the control, tests the
control effectiveness and improve the control design.
c. Internal Audit Department: provides assurance to the Board, and implement
investigation related to fraud events.
The steps that are followed for control implementation are the following :
 Starting by each Department and control the walkthrough the processes.
 look at the effectiveness of the control by checking the compliance with BRSA rules.
in order to reduce the risk it is necessary to design the control and afterwards test it.

There are 5 services related to IT:
1. remote control service
2. Information systems control service
3. on site control service
4. compliance service
5. process control design and monitoring service

Manager Ramzan Utku

The Headquarter of Bank Asya
Ümraniye (Anatolian side)
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Conclusion of the visit
The various managers of each Department, including Mr. Ramazan Aksu, all of
them have confirmed that the future perspective of Participation Banks are
optimistic, currently the market share of the “interestfreebanks” covers almost
5% , while the “interestbased banks” are dominant but stagnant. Moreover, there
are new players accessing to the “ islamic Banking industry” such as the
NewStateOwned Bank (Bank Asya) and other 2 banks ; Vakif and Halk, that
will open their participation Banks within the end of the year. in addition, there
are many players from GCC countries invest in Turkey. specifically because they
feel safe thanks to the strict controls made by BRSA, for instance, investors
aiming to open a bank they firstly should submit the demand, that will be strictly
investigated by BRSA that allows the opening of the bank by respecting the
minimum amount of investment 300,000,000 TL as a capital.
The essential aim is to work together with participation banks in order to enlarge
the market share ratio. Furthermore, Bank Asya has an agreement with the Italian
Bank “ UNICREDIT” for Credit syndication in investment segment.
All these combinations shows that there is a high expectation for the growth of
Participation Banks market share and products.
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4.5.3 
Kuveyt Türk Bank:
The Operational Headquarter is located at Kocaeli Province, the visit started with
Mr. Mesut Polat, Strategic Planning Specialist, confirmed that Kuveyt Turk
Bankasi is the leader in participation banking. However, last year it has been
outdated by Turkiye finans katilim bankasi.
The Bank’s 
Mission 
is to become a “Sounded Bank”, based on ethical banking
and considers the customer as a guest, by arranging all configurations of branches,
training all the staff within this point of view. Moreover, implementing the use of
alternative channel of free distribution. While the Bank’s 
Vision
: to be among the
top 10 Banks in Turkey within 2018.

Mr Mesut Polat, Strategy Planning

Headquarter of Kuveyt Turk

Assistant Associate
1) 
Segmentation
Kuveyt Bank has rearranged the segmentation model before 2015, by adding a
specific segmentation for SME’s ( that are almost 99% of turkish enterprises).
The marcosegments are the following:
➔ Retail
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➔ SME’s
➔ Commercial
In addition, those marcosegments are divided into SemiSegments:
➔ In the case of SME’s
● Microentreprises
● Smallsized enterprises
● middle sized enterprises

➔ In the case of Commercial segments:
● Commercial
● Corporate
2) Products
Besides that Mr. Mesut Polat has pointed out that Kuveyt Türk has implemented
innovative technologies in order to create new attractive products.

Gold Bank:
Kuveyt Türk is the 1st Leader among Participation Bank and the 3rd in the
Banking sector due to the fact that the Conventional Banks are able to apply
economy of scales.
The offer starts by collecting the gold kept “inactive” by the customers, then
evaluate it by independant gold supervisors but in some cases the evaluation is
provided by Istanbul Gold Refinery20 to determine the current value, therefore,
20

Istanbul Gold Refinery (IGR) is the largest gold and silver refinery in Turkey, measuring itself against the

world’s major gold refineries and aspiring to take one step further in this competitive environment. IGR is
poised at the center of global gold trading activities, with offices in Turkey, United States, Germany, Spain
and UAE.
Istanbul Gold Refinery is a member of Istanbul Gold Exchange and Dubai Gold Exchange. In 2011, the
company was awarded standing on the LBMA (London Bullion Market Association), which signifies that
IGR bullions can be traded without the question to their weight or purity in global markets.
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open the account in which the gold is deposited according to the principles of
Profit & loss sharing, because the amount of the account will increase or decrease
according to the market prices. In addition the customer will feel safe and the
whole Turkish economy will benefit from making the gold “active” via account
deposit.

ATM machine:
Kuveyt Türk is the 1st inventor of ATM debit card that issues gold (e.g. 1 or 2
grams) because the Banks wants to meet to customer’s needs and be close to the
Turkish tradition as well. In fact, India and Turkey are the first countries in which
gold is continuously traded and used for wedding ceremonies, engagements and
gifts.

Gold App:
Kuveyt has developed an application that can be used through Android or Apple.
The customer digits the 16 numbers of his credit card and the grams of gold to be
sent to a relative or a friend, this latter can receive the gold transferred upon
showing to the agency the code received on his mobile phone. In any case,
commission for the transfer are required.
Gold Cheque:
some customers are afraid to keep gold.In order to meet this threatness, Kuveyt
Bank had decided to offer Gold Cheque. In this case the customer buys a gold
cheque that can be given to a third person who has the right to convert the cheque
into money or into gold.

Gold Participation Account:
In this case the customer buy an amount of gold and change it into money that will
be deposited into an account. Consequently, the profit share is in term of gold.
(e.g. 100 grams of gold and profit is 0.1 pts).
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XTM ( 1st successful):
This type of services is a kind of an ATM (with Video conference), Kuveyt Bank
provides the 1st expanded ATM in Turkey.
XTM is a machine with a screen through which there is a customer representative
who assists the client about legal issues and the difficulties related to the opening
of a new account.
This service is the most CostEffective because there is neither a need for the staff
nor for spaces.

Private Banking Branch:
Mr Mohammad AlSenan, has specified that Kuveyt Bank set up the 1st private
banking branch in Turkey for individual investors. It is a separate Wealth fund
management branch and is considered as the market leader in this field.
Special Products:
Zeynep Güran specialist at Strategic Planning Department, has specified that
Kuveyt Bank offers special products some of them are the 1st Digital Banking
Platform in Turkish Participation Banking.
● Senin Bankan Service
: allows the customer to open an account via
internet, afterwards, an agent of Kuveyt Bank will bring the contract that
will be signed at the customer’s home.
● Ihtiyac kart : it is credit card provided at Kuveyt branches; they are
different credit cards with a large instalments, depending on customer’s
credibility. The customer pay equal installments that he specify in his
application, and the duration of instalment can be up 6 months to 34
months.
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● Sale Plus Credit Card: 
Sale Plus is the newgeneration credit card of
Kuveyt Turk. Sale Plus credit card has three segments which are Platinum,
Gold, and Classic.
The customer can use “qardhul hassan” feature of Sale Plus in order to satisfy his
urgent cash need. Moreover, he can easily split his expenditures into installments
that can be agreed upon sms or call, in addition the customer can change the
number of instalments. However, an instalment should be paid before buying the
good, otherwise it might be seen as a breach of Islamic rules.
● Takaful: 
Kuveyt Bank is a shareholder of Neova, that is a Turkish
insurance company. Kuveyt bank owns 7% stake of Neova and provides
local knowhow and an extensive pool of potential policyholders.

3) Accounting & Reporting:
In Turkey, after the financial crisis of 2001, the authority decided that all banks
have to publish their Financial Statements in regular and transparent manner.

The number of Banks in Turkey is around 50 Banks while in Germany are almost
3000 Banks. The reason behind the low number is that there are strict rules
established by BRSA21 that aims to protect the interest of stockholders, while the
Central Bank of Turkey decides for the monetary policy. Both this agencies
regulate the Banking Sector and guarantee its stability and insure the quality of the
investment in Banking field.

4) Social Responsibility:
Kuveyt Bank has restored the oldest “Ortaköy Mosque” 
spending almost 6
million TL with the use of pure money, while the money collected into
“punishment pools” are spent to built fountains and to sponsor campaigns for ill
children.
BRSA: Banking Regulation and supervision agency.

http://www.bddk.org.tr/websitesi/english/About_Us/About_BRSA/About_BRSA.aspx
21
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Ortakoy Mosque, restored by Kuveyt Turk
.

Conclusion of the visit & Future Perspectives:

Kuveyt Bank is the leader in gold banking sector. In 2010 Kuveyt Turk, the
largest Islamic bank in Turkey, which is 62 percent owned by Kuwait Finance
House, set up a branch in the southwestern German city Mannheim, but was not
fully operational. However, Al Kuveyt Turk has obtained a full function license to
take deposits and offer credit finance facilities in Germany as per Islamic rules
and regulations.

The whollyowned subsidiary of the Turkish lender will be called KT Bank AG
with its headquarters based in Frankfurt and branches in Cologne and Berlin. It
will serve Germany’s 4 million Muslims but also plans to expand its services
throughout Europe. In addition, Kuveyt Bank is implementing new strategies and
innovative product and services in order to increase the number of the customers,
attract investments flows and guarantee financial inclusions of european
customers too. all this shows that it aims to become among the top 10 first Banks
in Turkey.
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4.5.4. Turkiye Finans Bank:
Turkiye Finans Katilim Bankasi, is of a Turkish origin (Boydak and Ulker). It has
absorbed the merger of December 2005 of Family Finans and Anadolu Finans
“Finance Houses” (the previous name for Participation Banks) remarkably well
and is anticipating further development22 .
The meeting started with Mr. Hakki Kemal Yilmaz, Sharia Board specialist at
Interestfree Banking Application and Development Service Department
.
According to him, 
Türkiye Finans is the Leader in Participation Banking. In fact,
in 2014 Türkiye Finans became the 
first and only report among Turkish deposit
and participation banks to be rated A+ by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
Products:

Mobile Branch app updated to expand to Windows Phone users; Card feefree
credit card Happy Zero and the Turkey’s first mothertailored credit card Happy
Anne; Haremeyn Card, offering privileges in hajj and umrah visits, and Haremeyn
Şua card, showing the Qibla on the compass it features; Siftah Card, offering SME
customers the option of installment purchase over cash payment price, and Faal
Card, targeting tradesmen and businessmen23.

4.5.5. Ziraat Katilim Bankasi

The New Stateowned Participation Bank, has been opened on the 29th June 2015,
in fact this Bank is not included in the comparative analysis for data limitation.
However, the opening of this Bank shows the interest of the State to encourage
Islamic Banking field.
Dr. Raci Kaya , Executive Vice President, has specified that is necessary to
understand the customer behaviour and preferences to decide whether invest in
conventional or participation banks, and evaluate the Customer Loyalty and
Customers satisfaction. Moreover, he affirmed that Istanbul has the potential to
become a global financial hub for both conventional and Islamic Finance.
22
23

See section 3 Banking history in Turkey.
Reference: http://www.turkiyefinans.com.tr/
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4.5.6 TKBB Association
The head office is located at Altunizade ( Asian side of Istanbul), and it serves as
Association of all participation banks. In fact, 
According to the banking law in
question, to be a member of the association is a must for participation banks.
During the meeting with Mr Aydin Yabanli, Deputy Manager and Mr. Osman
Nihat Yilmaz, Deputy Secretary General, have pointed out optimistic perspectives
of the Islamic Banking in Turkey. According to them Istanbul has a great potential
to become an international financial hub, thanks to the political stability,
geographical position, cultural and religious background and tax regulations.
Turkey at first it will become a regional Hub, due to the competition with other
leaders, like Dubai and Uk, but at second stage by restructuring islamic banking
industry, and widening the range of shariah compliant products.
In addition, in order to reach the goal of becoming financial center, it is necessary
to develop these areas:


Management Legislation Area



Education area



Publicity area



scholars and academic research area



Implementation of strategic plans to develop the types of Musharakah,
mudarabah, and ijarah.

Furthermore, two new state owned banks will start operating in Participation
banking field, this could be seen as a concrete sign of the increasing interest
toward this sector in order to attract muslim and non muslim investors who want
to diversify their portfolio.
Another positive perspective concerns the opening of “general management waqf
foundation” in which the new opening bank Vakif will be the capital owner.

The Turkish giant project, such as construction of the 3rd airport, 3rd Bosphorus
bridge and railway will be financed by Sukuk, which thanks to their long run term
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will support the economic growth.

Insurance Area will benefits from islamic finance tools thanks to Takaful. for this
purpose Al Baraka and Al Kuveyt bank have mutually opened a pension funds.

Another attractive area, is gold account investment, because it represent a good
and lucrative potential thanks to the traditional roots and background. In fact,
India and Turkey are the first countries in which people use gold as a secure
investment.

TKBB Headquarter at Altunizade (Uskudar).
Mr, Aydin Yabanli, Deputy Manager and Mr, Osman Nihat Yilmaz, Deputy Secretary General.
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5. HOW ISLAMIC BANKING TOOLS CAN CONTRIBUTE TO THE
ISTANBUL INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CENTER PROJECT

5.1. Istanbul International Finance Center Project:
By 2023, Turkey aims to become one of the world’s 10 largest economies; The
effort is embodied in a construction project, called the Istanbul International
Financial Centre (IFC), which, will become the nexus of a new financial district
on the eastern suburbs of Istanbul, located on the city’s Asian side.24
Built on a 170acre site on the city's Asian side, the Turkish government's goal for
the landmark IIFC project is to establish Istanbul as a global center for finance.
The IIFC will house the head offices of the country’s financial market governing
bodies, stateowned and private banks, and related businesses. It will include
approximately 45 million square feet of office, residential, retail, conference, hotel
and park space.

In order to achieve this goal, Turkey is embracing longterm strategies to attract
capitals and increase the inflows of domestic and foreign investors who are keen
to invest in Sharia Compliant financial instruments, therefore, Turkey benefits
from both technical and traditional features that create a suitable environment for
investors:

➔ Sukuk Market: specifically the real estate companies resort to the Islamic
financing methods to finance their high capital investment requiring
projects. In fact, USD$ 200 million worth Sukuk issuing by one of the
giants of the Turkish real estate industry for the project finance purposes.
Indeed, the first sovereign sukuk issuance was realized in August 2013
with significant oversubscription closing at USD 8 billion which shows
huge demand for sukuk.

24

Source:
http://www.oxfordbusinessgroup.com/analysis/aiminghighgovernmentworksdevelopistanbulglobalfinan
cialcentre
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The growing numbers pertaining the Sukuk Market in Turkey obviously
attest the increasing clout of the Islamic financing tools in the country.
Recently a bid to issue Sukuk certificates had created a demand exceeding
USD$ 750 million. Moreover, Turkey's declared goal to match the depth
of the Malaysian Sukuk market seems quite feasible especially given its
rapid economic growth which is heavily based on large scale infrastructure
and real estate projects that seek project finance opportunities.

➔ Feasible Regulatory Framework: the regulations are in the right
direction towards promoting and boosting the Sukuk market in Turkey as
more corporations can now issue Sukuk based on a variety of structures.
Sukuk can now be issued based on Ijarah, Mudarabah, Murabaha,
Musharaka and Istisna’. This has made it possible for all corporations,
even those without tangible assets, to be able to issue Sukuk in Turkey.

➔ Tax Exemption: More interestingly, the legislative changes have made it
possible for companies to benefit from tax exemptions and other fees
associated with the issuance of Sukuk. In the case of Ijarah Sukuk,
corporations do no longer have to pay the corporate tax which, supposedly,
should have been charged on the earnings resulting from the sale of asset
by the originator to the SPV and the subsequent sale back by the SPV to
the originator. Similarly, regardless of maturity, any earnings arising from
Ijara certificates which are issued onshore will be subject to 0% tax in the
case of corporations and 10% income tax on individuals. Treasury Ijara
Sukuk certificates issued offshore will be charged 0% income tax. Also,
corporations do no longer have to pay Value Added Tax since Lease
certificates as well as the sale and leaseback contracts are now free from
Value Added Tax. However, earnings from offshore Ijara certificates with
less than five years maturity are still subject to income tax.
For the reason that most corporations issue corporate Sukuk with short
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term profile, an amendment of the current regulation regarding this matter
will help boost up the Turkish Sukuk market.

➔ Borsa Istanbul contribution
: Borsa Istanbul can be a major player in
islamic capital market, with the listing of the AAA rated 
IDB sukuk 
in
Istanbul being a sign of its attraction as the sukuk market is growing very
fast which will likely to lead to more listings in Istanbul.

➔ Takaful Market: 
Takaful, is set to grow in Turkey, with its predominantly
Muslim population showing increasing interest in Islamic finance products
and the government keen to support their growth.Turkey’s large and
relatively young population offers a potentially lucrative market for takaful
underwriters.

➔ Capital Market : the introduction of new Indices to cover significant
shortfall in the financial.
Currently, there are the following indices:
● Participation Index ETF 30 and Participation Index ETF 30.
● DJIM Turkey ETF
● Kuveyt Turk GoldPlus ETF
● Kuveyt Turk SilverPus ETF
However, a new nex index will behas been launched:
Participation Index ETF : 
In July 2014, new two ETF index, Participation
Model Portfolio Index  have been added to Participation 30 and 50.
Participation Model Portfolio Index: 
is composed of stocks conforming to
Interestfree investment and Participation Banking principles and formed based on
the need for a products that is actively managed and that aims at returns above the
market.
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Participation Model Portfolio Index is a stock index composed of stocks traded at
Borsa Istanbul National Market according to Participation Banking Principles25.
stock selection is made from among companies in Participation 50 Index that is
formed by stocks conforming to Participation Banking principles as of Valuation
Day.
Accordingly, the index covers companies which activity’s field are 
not involved
in:
 Alcoholic beverages, gambling and games of chance
 Pork and similar foods,
 Interestbased financing, trade, services,
 Intermediation ( includes banking, insurance, financial leasing, factoring and
other interest based activities)
 Tourism, entertainment, press, publication and advertisement,
 Tobacco products, weapons,
 futures gold, silver and currency trade.

25

For further information, see Chapter 3.
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Additionally, companies to be included in the index must also meet certain
financial ratios.

Provider Family

MSCI Barra MSCI
Global Islamic

DJ Indexes
DJ Islamic Market

S&P
S&P Shariah

BMD KATMP

Tot Debt/Tot
Assets*

33%

33%

33%

30%

Cash + Interest
Bearing
Securities /
Tot Assets*

33%

33%

33%

30%

Account
Receivables /
Tot Assets*

70%

33%

49%



Incompliant
Revenues

5%

5%

5%**

5%

*DJ, S&P and BMD utilize Market cap instead of assets
**Other than interest income
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From the Chart we can summarize the following:
Maximum 2 Participation Banks may exist among the selected 13 stocks.
if the number exceeds 2,2 banks with the lowest P/E ratio remain in the
index. Stocks as much as the number of eliminated participation banks are
equalized to 13 stocks in the index by selecting those with the lowest P/E
ratio from among those that cannot enter among 13 shares.
● The selected stock composition shall be equal weight.
● These changes are announced on the next first business day and the new
index period shall commence as of the 3. business day.
● Stocks in the index are subject to 15dayperiodic review. Thus, stocks that
increased in price according to market ratios are removed from the index
in every 15 days and companies with cheaper ratios are included in the
index.
●
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➔ The World Bank Global Islamic Finance Development Center
: it has
been established within Borsa İstanbul premises, which operates with the
support of Borsa İstanbul, Turkish Treasury Undersecretariat, Banking
Regulation and Supervision Agency, Capital Markets Board of Turkey,
and Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey under the leadership of the
World Bank. The Center contribute in leading developments in the global
Islamic finance area and be active particularly in the Middle East, North
Africa, Europe, and Central Asia. In addition to contributing to
information sharing, the Center aims to ensure harmonization in the sector,
strengthened corporate infrastructure, and enhanced awareness.

➔ Property Market: Thanks to increased tourism, Turkey’s real estate
market has expanded dramatically. Indeed, Turkey has become a popular
destination for foreign retirees, especially from the UK and Gulf
Countries. Property prices continue to remain low, however, while their
values continue to rise. Still, there is no such thing as a guaranteed return.
➔ Wide range of Banking products : Participation Banks aim to increase
their Market Share by offering various products to their Customers and be
competitive as conventional Banks. Moreover, considering the fact that
Turkish Banking Sector is a Dual System, this push all Banks to be more
competitive and in this way , both the domestic and foreign investor have
many alternatives to diversify its portfolio benefiting from the favorable
climate and the range of products.
➔ geographical position: 
Istanbul is seen as a bridge between the West and
East and is considered as a crossroads between many cultures, Arabic,
Turkish, Iranian and Balkan and African cultures.
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6. IMPACT OF EMIGRANTS OF EUROPEAN ECONOMY AND
OPENING OF ISLAMIC BANKS

6.1 History and origins of the word “Market” and the oldest Arabic market.
The word market, has different significance and is in continued evolvement.
Basically , the word “Market” refers to the place where products are sold, where
people meet in order to increase their Network, to exchange this news and where
they socialize.

If we go back to History, approximately in 11001150; we can find that the origins
1
of the word “market”
in Vulgar Latin marcātus and in Latin mercātus that refers

to different meaning, such as trading, traffic, market.

However, today the word Market refers to a nonphysical place where material
and immaterial products can be easily exchanged in few seconds, This happens
thanks to technology, internet evolution, and different means of transport and also
by the use of a common language (English) , these and further factors has
contributed to the abolition of the physical borders of the market and guarantee
the prosperity of globalized market.

6.2 The oldest Arabic Market : Okhath
In the Arab world the first Market in the history was ( Okath Market), it was one
of the three major markets in PreIslamic Era, and the two other markets were
Moujnah and Di Majaz Market.
During this Era Arabs tribes travelled to Okath situated 45 km far from Ryad town
2
and they spent 20 days , from 1st to 20th of Dhū alQa‘dah
in Okath,

subsequently they move to the second market Mouja where they spent the last 10
days of the same month and then they stayed in the third market Di majaz Market
for 8 days and then they went to practice their religious journey “pilgrimage”.
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The origins of the name Okath come from arabic word that means Bragging
between people. In fact in this Market Mankind's met in order to compete each
other.

The essential products exchanged in Okath market were various, including
wheats, dates, salt, slaves ( men and women) and silk.
In order to increase the prosperity of Okath market, Arabs did competition about
the best poeme, for instance, in Mecca people used to write their poems with
golden lines on the silk and then they hang them up the 4 walls of Mecca. This
shows how Arabs were able to use arts, poems and pilgrimage to increase their
benefits and richness thanks to their meetings in Okath Market.
With the arrival of Islamic Era, this market had known a decrease due to the fact
that some activities, such as slavestrading, gambling ( Maysir), and polytheistic
pilgrimage, were banned by Islam because they cause emargination and unfair
trade.
6.3 Excursus of Arabic Emigrations:

Since many decades, mankind's travelled from one country to another in order to
find labour or in many cases to save themselves from wars and famine or to
discover new landscape and cultures, and in some cases, the main reason goes far
from the already mentioned factors, because it can depend on “psychological”
reason, such as getting bored from a town, or due to the fact that a person has lost
his dear and can not afford staying in the same place, in this case the emigration is
seen as a “rescue”.

The history of migration is a bit complex and have not a well defined boundaries
or timeline references, because they are various reason behind it.

Looking back to history “snapshots” and in relation with the topic of the first
section, we can find that an important migration was dated in 622 D.C, due to the
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fact that the pagan tribes of Mecca was preparing a plan against Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH), however, thanks to the Allah's help, he succeeded to reach
Madina (320 Km far from Mecca) and with this event the Islamic Calendar and
Hijri year has been used.

Basically, it was a former migration in 615 D.C of few muslims (Muhammad's
followers) that they escaped from the mistreatments of Mecca's pagans, seeking
peace from the Ethiopian christian King Negus. The common factor between two
migrations , was the research for rescue, freedom of speech, and to escape from
the violence and mistreatments.

Moving to the middle ages, another reason behind migration was for discovering
new cultures and tradition, the “hero” was IbnBattuta from Morocco, at the age
of 21 he did his first adventure in 1325, he is considered as the most wellknow
th
arabic and muslim traveller during the 14
Century. He started by travelling from

Morocco to Mecca for pilgrimage, and then he spent almost 30 years discovering
an equivalent of 44 modern countries. Furthermore, many times Arabs, moved to
other countries to conquer them and to establish their kingdoms, for instance,
Andalusia.

Notably, the prominent reason behind migration, could be the research for a safe
country where live and have a family, and an important example is the case of
Palestinian refugees, who lost both their homes and means of livelihood due to the
1948 ArabIsraeli conflict. According to the statistics of UNRWA , the number of
registered Palestine refugees has subsequently grown from 914,000 in 1950 to
more than four million in 2002, and continues to rise due to natural population
growth, and the relevant “host” countries are Scandinavian Countries, Sweden,
Jordan, U,S.A.

In parallel, the same happened with Iraqi People in 2004, and the same is
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occurring with the Syrians, in fact according to the statistics of UNHCR, of the
midyear 2014, we can notice a dramatic increase in the number of people that are
in Asylum or that are seeking it.

This is clearly showed in the
Graph 6.1

As shown in the Graph, the high number of refugees are Syrians, this is clearly
connected with Arab Spring uprisings, this happened also in the case of Tunisian
people that fled to France and Italy thanks to the language and also to the
geographic positions.
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The Graph 2.2 shows the principal destination “host” countries, as mentioned
before, Sweden is an important countries for Middle Eastern refugees, like
palestinian, Iraqi and Syrians, thanks to her sustainable policies and aids.
However, it occupies the fourth range compared to Germany, this could be
justified by the climate and the geographic distance and also language. While in
the case of Germany, the reason behind the high number of refugees, might
depends on the “attractiveness” of this “european engine” country, to the relatives
links ( ancestors moved to Germany), without forgetting the central geographic
position.

6.4. The effect of emigration on Consumption:

Nowadays, there is a clear evidence of the immigration's impact on the
consumption either in Host or in domestic country. However, in some cases,
impacts on the host country could be seen as a threat ness and could rise problems
of social cohesion.

If we took as an example the emigration of Moroccans to France, regardless the
fact that many of them were forced to be a part in the French military forces, and
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to participate to Indochina battle, Moroccans were considered relative
selfsufficient and were valued for their entrepreneurial skills. Moreover, with
their attachment to Arab culture ,food, dress, music and to Islam, the Maghrebian
community were perceived by many, as a threat to the integrity of French national
identity. Perceived as a culturally alien and unassimilable mass, the Maghrebis
represented, particularly during political flashpoints like the Gulf War, a menace
to French society.

Fortunately, the “acceptance” level from the “host” country is guaranteed thanks
to the globalization and the diffusion of the concept (citizen of the world). This
concept has contributed to the diffusion of the international meals, that were
brought to European countries by the Arab emigrants. For instance, Couscous
(previously named Seksou) was invented by Berbers in North Africa, then it was
diffused in Sicily and then it became famous in all Europe and in the World.
However, in Europe, they are various preparations that are far from the original
Couscous, and today is used as a basic part of fresh salades. In addition, also
Kebap was diffused, initially from Turkey to Arabic countries, and it name was
changed to Kebab. subsequently, the flux of emigrations contributed to the
diffusion of the MiddleEastern Kebab to Europe. In fact, the big company that
exports Kebap to the world, is located in German. The reason is that in German
there is the high number of Turkish emigrants in all Europe.
Recently, the spread of multinational foods has bypassed the standard tradition, or
in other words, the international meal like Paella, Couscous, Argentine and
Mexican foods, are consumed not only my emigrant customers that want to taste
their homeland meals, but also the “host” country people increased their interests
toward those international dishes, such as the Japanese Sushi, that it becomes not
only as a dish, but as a lifestyle and symbol of healthy foods. as an evident impact,
is that many restaurant with local European foods, realized a decrease in their
daily customers, in favour of the increase of long queue in front of “esotic” dishes.
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Also the field of cloths has known an influence from Arabic countries, like
Keffiyeh which 
first gained popularity among activists supporting the
Palestinians. then it has been diffused by many emigrants in Europe, as mentioned
before, more Palestinians, Iraqi and Syrians wear the black and white chequered
keffiyeh. Therefore, it has been copied by Chinese that produces it in various
colours and today Keffiyeh beyond its patriotic Palestinian value, it becomes as
any other fashion accessories.
Another product is Nargilè, formerly used in Middleeast countries, then it was
diffused in Egypt and then in Tunisia and Morocco, they has been opened
“special” coffè shops for Nargilè, this allows to the customer the possibility to
choose the flavour of Nargilè and smoke it together with friends or families, and
these coffè shops are also a to socialize and talk about politics. However, today
Nargilè is diffused also in Europe, by emigrants that bring their country made
Nargilè or as in many cases, it is brought under the form of gift to their
“occidental” friends that shown their interest to this “new” tool for smock and
refresh mind. is made by fruits and not toxic. The impact can be seen as a decrease
in the demand of Tobacco, because the customer has found a natural tool that
substitutes the unhealthy Tobacco.
Additionally, another impact has been the diffusion of new languages and terms
like the famous word “salam” and “habibi”, and also many European families give
to their child Arabic names, like ( Omar, Amira, Nadir ), moreover, some people
put on their bodies arabic tattoos with the names of their dears.

6.5. The effect of religious restrictions on Consumption:
Moving to another country or another continent, many individuals 
remain faithful
to their religion, hence, their consumption is subject to some restrictions and
choices, therefore, this has effect on the amount of products bought and also sold
within the “host” country. If we took as example, the Muslim population, more of
them are practicing all the islamic rules, by being careful about the “halal” ,
allowed foods and products, and “Haram” foods, not legal foods.
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Muslims, follows Shariah in their lifestyle, the origins of Sharia are Quran and
Sunna, and it includes all the rules that concern the life of the Muslims at 360C°.26

As a conclusion: many muslims, when go to restaurants they ask “out of menu”
meals, and more of them to be sure about the dish they take Pizzas, moreover,
more of them do not spend their money in gambling but they prefer to use there
money in buying too much vegetables and “halal meats” , as an impact there is a
huge diffusion of “halal” restaurants that are in the same district of Occidental
restaurant in the “host” country, as a consequences, this might be seen as an
increase in the competition and many shops, in order to reach their profitability
goals, they started offering more vegetarian meals, that in any case could be also
eaten by muslims, and in some big stores like in “French supermarkets”, there is a
department for “Halal foods” .

The halal sometimes could be used as a brand to attract more consumers, and in
many cases is used as a strategy, like in gulf countries, instead of Barbie cartoons,
they invented a new cartoons called “Fulla”.

There are some pro and cons about the Fulla, because money Gulf Arabic
childrens who are living in Europe especially in UK, they bring this “fulla barbie”
with them, and this could causes a “shockvertising” between young children, and
could be seen as instrumentalization” of religion .

26

See Section : Meaning and Source of Shariah
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6.6. 
Islamic Finance in Europe:
In the previous section it has been explained the impact of immigration on
consumption and products of the market in the host country. Indeed, nearly 50
million Muslims live in Europe, that represents 7.6 % of European population,
moreover, it is estimated that this percentage will increase to 10 % by 2050. In
particular, Germany and France have the largest population of Muslim minorities
in the euro area at over 4 million and 3.5 million respectively. In light of these
figures, it is an interesting question how household portfolios in these large
European economies might have responded to the strong global growth of Islamic
Finance since its inception in modern form four decades ago. Given that almost all
multinational banks offer some sort of Islamic financial assets alongside
conventional financial assets, the effect on household portfolio decisions might
also extend to those investors looking for an “ethical” finance alternative
regardless of their religious background.
If we focus on the main European countries (France, Uk, Luxembourg and
Germany) we can find that there is a continuous process of evolution.

6.6.1.Islamic Finance in France : It hosts around 6 million muslim resident.
However, in France, despite the significant presence of Muslim immigrants, it
started with conscious lateness her interest toward the phenomenon of Islamic
finance.
The official step was in 2008, when France’s economy minister, Christine
Lagarde, announced that making her country more open to Islamic finance was to
become a top priority. Accordingly, economic policy has been changing in France
to help Islamic finance find a foothold in the country by creating a legal route
allowing financial instruments based on Islamic law. Moreover, other significant
changes has been introduced in 2010 by its fiscal regulations modification,
allowing for an alternative system of banking based on the absence of interest
payments, in accordance with Islamic financial law. Since then, new rules related
to Islamic finance were published in the official French tax bulletin, facilitating
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the development of sukuk bonds, murabaha, ijara and istisna27 . The changes
address company tax, valueadded tax and registration fees.
Recently, at the end of 2013, the Société Générale announced its plan to tap the
Malaysian sukuk market with an MYR 1 billion (USD 300.3 mln) issue.
Moreover, the secondlargest French bank aims to tap the sukuk market in order to
diversify its funding sources. However, the issuance is likely to take place later.

Currently, France is strengthening its attributes to attract shariacompliant
investors and customers. In fact, example of the vitality of the French market, the
market for halal food is estimated at 5.5 billion euro. Therefore, this emerging
market in the field of halal economy can be a significant growth reserve for the
development of Islamic finance and takaful insurance.
There also are two universities offering education in Islamic finance: Strasbourg
University with an Executive MBA and a Master 2 and Dauphine University with
an Executive Master. The profiles of the people who follow these courses are
interdisciplinary: insurers, actuaries, risk and asset managers, lawyers, private
bankers and business, etc.

The legal framework has been perfectionated to avoid penalizing Islamic finance
operations compared to conventional operations. Moreover, according to the
SIGMA journal published by Swiss Re, France is the world's fifth largest
insurance market with a penetration rate of nearly 10% . Indeed, France is the
second largest takaful market in Europe, which accounts according EY 11 billion
euros in 2014
.
This would also be a great way to differentiate from London and Luxembourg that
have chosen to issue sovereign sukuk to attract mediumEastern investors.

27

See Chapter II, Description of Islamic Finance.
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6.6.2. Islamic Finance in United Kingdom:
The UK has been able to attract more Islamic banks for the resident Muslim
population, supported by its strong historical relationships with various Eastern
countries, thanks to the remarkable ability of financial sector operators and to the
international importance of the UK market.
In geographical terms, then, the British alternative is more attractive if compared
to the American one, thanks to the current political relations with some countries
Islamic. The sum of all these variables has led to a natural crossroad of the
Muslim world to England.
The rise of Islamic banking in England dates back to 1982, with the establishment
of Al baraka International Bank in London. Since that time and throughout the
years, the British have dealt with the implementation of Islamic Finance by
avoiding any discussion of religion or cultural and using the word " ethical
Finance" . In 2000 an Islamic finance working group was set up under the
leadership of Andrew Buxton, former Chairman of Barclays Bank and Eddie
George of the Bank of England.
Since the formation of this working group the UK Government and regulators
have attempted, through the addition of Alternative Finance clauses to various
Taxation Acts,to create a market environment where Islamic banks and their
clients are not treated any differently to their conventional counterparties. For
instance, Stamp Duty Land Tax was amended in order to remove double stamp
duty on Sharia compliant mortgages. Consequently, In 2012 the UK was ranked
the 9th largest country by Sharia compliant assets with more than 20 institutions
offering Islamic finance and six wholly Sharia compliant banks.
A total of US$34 billion has been raised through 49 issues of Sukuk on the
London Stock Exchange(LSE). Besides, The London Metal Exchange (LME) is
becoming an important avenue for the growth of Islamic finance globally. The
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LME is a leading metal exchange, and a significant volume of liquidity
management transactions concluded by Islamic finance institutions and other
Sharia compliant firms are supported by metals on LME warrant.
Islamic finance is taught at a number of universities and by other educational
institutions such as the Institute of Islamic Banking and Insurance that started
providing courses in 1990. The Chartered Institute for Securities and Investments
developed the landmark Islamic Finance Qualification (IFQ) in association with
L’École Supérieure des Affaires (L’ESA) in 2006. The IFQ has become one of the
most comprehensive and popular entry level qualifications in Islamic finance.

6.6.3. Islamic Finance in Luxembourg:
Luxembourg has a long history in Islamic finance. It first appeared in the
GrandDuchy in 1978 with the arrival of the first Islamic finance institution to set
up in a western country. Five years later, the first Shariahcompliant insurance
company in Europe was established in Luxembourg and, in 2002, Luxembourg
was the first European stock exchange to list a sukuk. This was encouraged thanks
to the tax regime implemented by Luxembourg, which enables it to easily
accommodate Islamic Investments. Indeed, in January 2010, the Luxembourg tax
authorities issued a Circular providing guidance on the tax treatment of certain
islamic finance instruments. As regards Murabaha, the circular accords, upon
condition, amortization treatment of the capital gain realized by the contributor of
the capital over the life of the Murabaha contract, for instance, comparable to the
conventional financing. In addition, the Luxembourg tax authority provides
guidance on registration duties and certain VAT aspects in relation to
Luxembourg real estate.
Currently the Luxembourg Central Bank (BCL) became a founding member of the
International Islamic Liquidity Management Corporation.
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The most important step followed by Luxembourg in order to enhance Islamic
finance investments was the 2014, when the government has issued the first
Eurozone sovereign Sukuk, and a major US financial institution and the Republic
of South Africa issued their debut Islamic bonds. In fact these Sukuk are listed on
the Luxembourg Stock Exchange.

6.6.4. Islamic Finance in Germany:
In Germany, almost 4 million Muslims holding an estimated wealth of 25 billion
€, Germany potentially is a big market for Islamic Finance. Not only are net
incomes of Muslim households estimated to rise further in the future, Muslims
also have a remarkable savings rate of nearly double the national average (18 %
compared to 10%). In fact, the majority of Muslims in Germany are comparatively
young (three out of four between 14 and 49 years old). Besides, 74 % of Muslims
in Germany consider themselves to be religious , this makes them a potential
target group for Islamic Finance products28 .

During my practical visit to Al Kuveyt Katilim Bankasi at its operational
28

Source:
http://www.ifibaf.com/index.php/IFIBAFIslamicFinanceIslamicBankingMarktpotenzialIslamicBankingE
uropa
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Headquarter in Kocaeli (outside Istanbul), Mr Mesut Polat has confirmed that the
bank will open a branch in Germany, In fact this will increase the financial
inclusion of Turkish people that are living in Germany but that they will invest
their money in Al kuveyt Bank branch which full name is Kuveyt Turk Bank AG.
Accordingly, this bank operates under guidelines that conform with Sharia law,
meaning that it does not get involved in speculative ventures or investments, or
those that do not comply with the teachings of the Koran. This also means that it
cannot charge interest on loans, but it may purchase assets and resell them for a
profit. in fact, the bank hopes to open more fully functional Islamic branches
within Germany, and elsewhere in Europe also.

Collaboration between Turkish and Italian Banks:
In my visit to Bank Asya katilim Bankasi, Mr. Metin Turkay has pointed out that
even if in Italy there are no islamic Banks for the moment. there is a collaboration
between the International Division of Bank Asya with Italian Foreign
Correspondents, Unicredit Milano ,Ubi Banca and Cassa Di Risparmio Di Parma
Piacenza and they manage operations with ASYA KATILIM BANKASI A.S...
The essential transactions between these banks concerns Letter of credits and
credit syndication.29

29

Source:
https://www.bbt.com/assets/docs/pdf/bbtcom/business/commercialinstitutional/bbtforeigncorrespondents.p
df
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7. CONCLUSIONS
Participation banks are the best performers in terms of asset size growth. They
compete against conventional banking by attracting interestsensitive customers
and by differentiating themselves offering an interest free banking model. Despite
its growing attention, Turkey has not been fully utilizing all of the İslamic Finance
portfolio. While the total assets of participation banks in the banking sector has a
share of 2.44% in 2005, this ratio has almost doubled to 5.22% by the end of
2014. Recently state banks have raised capital to get the license for participation
banking operations , which shows the promising future of the sector.

Participation Banking in Turkey throughout the years have shown its success in
attracting investors. Especially in recent years they were able to meet the
customer’s needs by offering a wide range of products, as shown in the chapter
related to comparative analysis between the 4 participation Banks.
Moreover, the Government too opened new participation banks, like Ziraat bank
that has opened on 29th of May 2015, and two new stateowned banks will soon
open their branches.
The aim of Istanbul is to become an international financial hub. For this purpose
the study and analysis of Z/yen index has shown that the city has a great potential
and strengths, thanks to its geographical position between East and West, its
multinational background and the fact that Turkey is a crossroad for many
cultures: arabic, iranian, asian, european and african. In addition to that, the city
benefits from its good reputation as a well connected touristic and financial center
in the Mediterranean region.
In the financial sector, Turkey has a best practice in the banking system thanks to
the strict control and regulations by BRSA and Central Bank. This helps the
investors to be more confident and feel safe.
The introduction of Islamic finance tools will contribute to the Turkey’s goal to
become an international financial hub, thanks to the various type of products such
as Sukuks, that will be used to finance some huge infrastructure projects
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(construction of 3rd Bosphorus bridge, 3rd airport and railway); Takaful funds, as
the one that has been opened together by Al baraka bank and Kuveyt Bank; and
Ijara contracts. Moreover, a new index in Borsa Istanbul was recently introduced
and soon it will be opened the new Waqf management fund.
The gold market, that in Turkey is regulated by Istanbul Gold Refinery, is
important and will bring more liquidity, taking into consideration that Turkey and
India have the biggest gold market in the world.
However, there are some weaknesses that can be solved by implementing some
development plans in this core areas:


Management Legislation Area




Education area



Publicity area



scholars and academic research area



Implementation of strategic plans to develop the types of Musharakah,
mudarabah, and ijarah.

Last but not least, the flow of Foreign direct investments from Gcc and the
opening of Participation bank branches in Europe, like the new branch of the
Kuveyt bank in Germany and the new branch of Albaraka Bank that will open in
Morocco by the end of 2015, could be seen as a concrete sign of the increasing
interest to improve the financial inclusion by attracting muslim and nonmuslim
investors who want to diversify their portfolio.
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